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Executive Summary 

Coal-fired power plants account for almost a third of the toxic pollution discharged to our 
rivers and streams from all industrial sources, according to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), far more than any other industry. The 1972 Clean Water Act 
required EPA to set standards based on the “best available treatment” systems for reducing 
toxic pollution, and Congress eventually gave electric generators and other industries until 
March 31, 1989 to comply.1 On November 1, 2015, EPA finally published the first 
standards limiting toxic discharges from the mountains of ash and scrubber sludge that coal 
plants pile up every year, after environmental groups took action to enforce the deadline.2   

The new “Effluent Limitations Guidelines” for steam electric power plants prohibit the 
discharge of ash wastewater and set new restrictions on the concentration of arsenic, 
mercury, selenium, and nitrates in the wastewater from air pollution scrubbers. Arsenic, 
mercury and selenium are byproducts of coal burning that are toxic to humans as well as to 
fish and wildlife in very small concentrations, while nitrates trigger algae blooms that lead to 
low oxygen “dead zones” in rivers, lakes, and coastal waters.  EPA expects the new 
standards to eliminate over 90 percent of these and other toxins like cadmium, chromium, 
and lead that coal-fired generators pour into our waterways every year. 

The rule directs state agencies to revise Clean Water Act permits to incorporate the new 
standards, determine monitoring requirements, and specify deadlines for meeting the limits 
“as soon as possible” after November 1, 2018 but no later than December 31, 2023.  But a 
backlog of expired state permits and weaknesses in monitoring requirements could delay or 
derail implementation of these important protections for public health.  

Our analysis focused on 216 coal plants that discharged wastewater to rivers, lakes, or tidal 
waters in 2015, after we excluded 57 expected to close or switch to natural gas before the 
end of 2018, when the rule first takes effect.3  We evaluated publicly available monitoring 
records and a federal database called the Toxics Release Inventory to determine how much 
arsenic, mercury, and selenium these plants discharged to waterways in 2015, and how far 
those with wet scrubbers will have to go to meet the new limits. (For a list of the “Top 10” 
worst polluters, see Appendix F).  We also looked for gaps or errors in monitoring that 
could make it impossible to know whether these limits are actually being met.  Finally, we 
identified Clean Water Act permits that have expired and need to be renewed promptly if 
EPA is serious about requiring compliance “as soon as possible.” 

Based on our review, EPA, states, and power companies have a lot to do to close 
monitoring gaps, upgrade wastewater treatment, and revise permits to get the new standards 
in place.   

Key Findings and Recommendations 

• Coal plants with wet scrubbers will have to upgrade their wastewater treatment to 
meet the new limits for arsenic, mercury, selenium, and nitrates, based on the few 
plants that currently monitor these pollutants.  For example, all of the 28 plants that 
monitored scrubber wastewater for selenium in 2015 reported levels well above new 
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standards – the maximum daily concentration from these plants was nearly 20 times 
higher than the limit that takes effect between 2018 and 2023.  Seventeen of twenty 
plants also reported monthly average arsenic levels higher than the new standard will 
allow. The monitoring data was more encouraging for mercury, where 12 of 21 
plants reported monthly average concentrations below the new limit. 

• The standards will mean little without accurate and reliable monitoring, which is 
supposed to be defined on a case-by-case basis in each permit. As of 2015, nearly 
three quarters of the 216 coal plants we identified did not monitor and report arsenic 
levels in their wastewater flows, either because their Clean Water Act permits did not 
require such monitoring or because they failed to do so. About 60 percent did not 
monitor or report mercury levels, while nearly two thirds provided no such data for 
selenium.   

• Even those plants with some monitoring data often did not collect it frequently 
enough to obtain meaningful results.  For example, arsenic and selenium levels were 
checked less than once a month at more than half the outfalls (or discharge points) 
where those pollutants were monitored, and sometimes only once a year.  Mercury 
concentrations were measured even less often. The data indicate that pollution levels 
can fluctuate widely from one month to the next, so sampling only one or two times 
annually (as some plants do now) will not accurately represent a plant’s discharges 
throughout the year.  For example, where plants did monitor at least once a month, 
the highest concentrations of arsenic, mercury or selenium were typically two to 
three times greater than the lowest concentrations reported in 2015. 

• The Discharge Monitoring Reports filed by coal plants with state agencies and 
displayed on EPA’s Enforcement and Compliance History Online (ECHO) website 
are too often incomplete and inaccurate.  For example, contaminant concentrations 
are often reported in the wrong measurement units, data are transcribed incorrectly 
by industry or state agencies, and concentrations that are below the measurement 
detection limit are flagged inconsistently. Additionally, some outfalls and 
monitoring points are improperly categorized, so it is difficult to determine which 
outfalls discharge to waterways and which route wastewater elsewhere inside the 
plant.   

• Incomplete and inaccurate monitoring make it hard to determine just how much 
arsenic, mercury, or selenium each coal plant releases to public waterways.  
Quantifying these toxic loadings helps determine their impact on water quality and 
ensure that treatment systems have enough capacity to handle that load.  Based on 
data from the coal plants that disclose to EPA’s Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) how 
much arsenic, mercury, or selenium they dump in surface waters every year, some 
of the biggest loads come from plants without permits that require actual monitoring 
of these deadly toxins.  For example, the Ghent power station in Kentucky 
estimated releasing 9,922 pounds of selenium to surface waters in its TRI report for 
2015 –more than any other facility – but its discharge permit does not require 
monitoring for this pollutant. 

• Large power companies have long used the TRI to measure and report their progress 
in reducing toxic pollution. But most coal plants do not have to disclose arsenic or 
selenium releases to air or water because reporting is required only where coal 
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burning generates at least 25,000 pounds per year of either of these toxins.  EPA has 
appropriately lowered the reporting threshold for lead and mercury, requiring TRI 
disclosure if combustion byproducts include more than 100 pounds of lead or 10 
pounds of mercury.  It should do the same for arsenic, which EPA has ranked as 
more toxic than lead, and consider similar action for selenium, which becomes 
increasingly toxic to fish as it moves up the food chain. 

• Coal plants have lost their economic advantage, as the price of natural gas and 
renewables keeps dropping while increased energy efficiency has reduced the 
demand for electricity.  Fifty-six coal-burning power stations that discharged 
wastewater in 2015 have either closed already or will do so before the end of 2018.  
But many of these retirement decisions are voluntary and can be reversed if market 
conditions change.  Also, plants that shut down before the compliance deadline are 
exempt from the rule, which means they can drain any large ash ponds on site into 
our waterways without federal permit limits or even monitoring their discharges.  
EPA and state agencies should take care that shutdown schedules are not 
manipulated to further delay cleanup requirements. 

• Clean Water Act permits are required to be reopened and renewed at least once 
every five years to incorporate new requirements like those established in the new 
wastewater rule.  These renewal deadlines are frequently missed.  Permits have 
already expired for 113 of the 216 plants we reviewed, and 79 of those lapsed more 
than two years ago.  These permits need to be updated to set specific deadlines for 
meeting the new wastewater standards and to specify the monitoring needed to 
measure compliance. 

To make matters worse, the limits on toxic discharges from coal plants are already nearly 30 
years overdue. Unless EPA and states move promptly to clear permit backlogs and improve 
monitoring and reporting requirements, the delay will stretch well into a fourth decade – 
and our streams, lakes and rivers will continue to be a dumping ground for some of the 
deadliest toxins known to man.   

I. What the Coal Plant Wastewater Rule Requires 

Prohibits Discharge of Most Coal Ash Wastewaters 

A power plant will generate from 100 to more than 300 pounds of ash for every ton of coal 
it burns, or 150,000 to 450,000 tons from a large generator burning about three million tons 
of coal annually.4 That residue is often flushed with water out of boilers and the pollution 
control equipment that removes particulates from smokestacks and into settling ponds that 
must regularly discharge wastewater to keep from over-filling.  This high-volume waste 
stream (called “bottom ash transport water” in the rule) typically has very high 
concentrations of the toxic metals that accumulate in coal ash because they cannot be 
destroyed, even in the high temperatures of power plant boilers. 

The rule generally prohibits the discharge of any water used to flush out the ash that 
accumulates in boilers or in the pollution control devices that remove particulates from 
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smoke stacks.  EPA expects the prohibition to encourage plants to switch to dry ash 
handling systems.5  That should accelerate the closure of ash ponds that too often leak a 
witches’ brew of pollutants into groundwater and occasionally burst their banks and flood 
rivers with toxic sludge, as happened at the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Kingston 
plant in Tennessee and Duke Energy’s Dan River plant in North Carolina.6 The rule does 
allow ash transport water to be recycled for use in wet scrubbers, so long as the scrubber 
wastewater limits are met (see discussion below and Table A, below).  

Relationship to Ash Disposal Regulations 

After more than six years of deliberation, EPA established the first national disposal 
standards for coal combustion wastes on April 17, 2015 under Subtitle D of the federal Solid 
Waste Disposal Act.7  The Subtitle D standards are primarily designed to protect 
groundwater from leaking dumpsites and to assure that ash ponds are structurally sound 
enough to avoid the kind of collapse that cause the TVA Kingston and Duke Dan River 
spills in 2008 and 2014, respectively.  By 2019, power companies must stop using any pond 
in a wetland, geologically unstable area, or with a base within five feet of an underground 
aquifer.  As soon as 2018, leaking ponds can no longer be used if they have contaminated 
groundwater enough to fail drinking water standards.  The regulation establishes cleanup 
standards for contamination from landfills as well as ponds and requires safe closure of 
contaminated sites.  While the toxic wastewater rule is primarily designed to protect rivers, 
streams, and lakes, it also encourages the phase-out of ash ponds by prohibiting the 
discharge of untreated wastewater from these impoundments.   

Appendix A lists the amount of arsenic, chromium, lead, mercury, lead and selenium that 
power plants released to surface water or dumped into ash ponds in 2015, according to their 
annual disclosures to the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI).  The Appendix also includes the 
total volume of of all toxic metals discharged or sent to ponds that year, including 
antimony, barium, manganese, nickel, thallium, and other pollutants hazardous in very 
small concentrations.  The data does not include ongoing discharges from plants that have 
already shut down, or those that will shut down before the end of 2018.  And as explained 
further in Section III, TRI reporting rules exempt many coal plants with very large 
wastewater loads, so Appendix D does not provide a full accounting of industry-wide 
pollution levels.  But even this partial inventory is staggering.  For example: 

• The Pirkey power plant in Harrison County, Texas discharged more than a quarter 
of a million pounds of toxic metals to the Brady Branch Reservior in 2015, almost a 
sixth of the total reported to TRI by all companies. 
 

• Just 20 power plants reported dumping more than 36 million tons of toxic metals 
into ponds, which are prone to leaks and may need to be shut down and cleaned up 
under new waste disposal rules.  That included the 48 tons of arsenic that TVA’s 
Paradise plant in Kentucky added to its ponds, along with more than 43 tons of 
chromium and 60 tons of lead.    
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Scrubber Wastewater Must Meet Limits for Arsenic, Mercury, Selenium, and Nitrates 

Clean Air Act regulations restrict the amount of sulfur dioxide and acid gas that can be 
released from power plant smokestacks, as these pollutants contribute to asthma attacks and 
lung and heart disease. To meet these air pollution limits, many coal plants use wet 
scrubbers that inject a wet lime- or limestone-based slurry into the exhaust gases from coal 
plants to bind with and remove acid gases and sulfur dioxide. Because these scrubber 
residues also have high concentrations of toxic metals and other pollutants, EPA’s new rule 
requires existing coal-burning generators to meet limits before discharging scrubber 
wastewater (Table A) 

Table A. Scrubber Wastewater Limits for Existing Coal Plants 8  

Pollutant Daily Maximum Monthly Average 
Arsenic (µg/L) 11 8 
Selenium (µg/L) 23 12 
Mercury (µg/L) 0.788 0.356 
Nitrate/Nitrite as N (mg/L) 17 4.4 

 

EPA expects that the pollutant levels measured over a year will be even lower if the 
chemical and biological treatment systems installed to meet the short-term limits are well 
operated, averaging no more than 5.98 µg/L  (arsenic), 7.50 µg/L  (selenium), 0.16 µg/L  
(mercury), and 1.3 mg/L (nitrate/nitrite).9   

The limits in Table A also apply to any ash transport water used in air pollution scrubbers.10  
The standards are more stringent for new power plants (built after November 17, 2015), 
while the three coal gasification plants face tighter limits for arsenic and mercury and much 
more lenient standards for selenium.11   Existing plants that agree to meet the tougher limits 
that apply to new facilities do not have to comply until the end of 2023 (as explained earlier, 
plants otherwise must meet the standard “as soon as possible” after November 1, 2018, with 
more specific deadlines to be established in permits).  For more details, see:  
https://www.epa.gov/eg/steam-electric-power-generating-effluent-guidelines-2015-final-
rule. 

Arsenic, mercury, and selenium are hazardous to human health and to fish and other 
aquatic life in very low concentrations, while nitrates feed the algae blooms that lead to low-
oxygen “dead zones.”  EPA expects to eliminate more than 90 percent of coal plant 
discharges of these pollutants, along with other toxins like cadmium, chromium, and lead, 
through the treatment systems required to meet the limits in Table A and the ban on 
dumping ash transport water discussed earlier.   

 

 

https://www.epa.gov/eg/steam-electric-power-generating-effluent-guidelines-2015-final-rule
https://www.epa.gov/eg/steam-electric-power-generating-effluent-guidelines-2015-final-rule
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Loopholes for Stormwater and Landfill Discharges  

Unfortunately, the rule does not cover toxic metals in stormwater runoff from coal piles or 
coal yards, which can contain high concentrations of selenium and other toxic metals.  Nor 
does it cover the liquid “leachate” collected under so-called “dry” landfills and periodically 
discharged, or the leaks from surface impoundments that seep into surface water.12  While 
leachate is usually discharged in low volumes, it can pick up very high concentrations of 
toxic metals as it percolates through ash or sludge.  Seeps from many surface impoundments 
are chronic – especially where the ash is saturated with groundwater – and can sometimes 
be as large as small creeks.   

The rule does limit the concentration of total suspended solids (TSS) in leachate or seeps to 
no more than 100 mg/L on any given day, and no more than 30 mg/L as a monthly 
average.  Also, TSS concentrations in any runoff from coal piles at plants built after 
November 19, 1982 are not supposed to exceed 50 milligrams per liter at any time.13  But 
complying with limits on suspended solids does little to reduce the discharge of toxic metals 
from coal plants, which are usually in their dissolved form.    

Case-by-Case Monitoring 

States are left to define monitoring requirements under the new rule on a case-by-case basis, 
so long as they are consistent with the existing federal standards that apply to all Clean 
Water Act permits.  Those generic standards provide specific direction regarding which 
methods and protocols should be used to accurately determine the concentration of specific 
pollutants in wastewater.  But the rules do not say how often these data should be collected, 
only that permits should specify the “type, interval and frequency sufficient to yield data 
which are representative of the monitored activity.”14  

EPA makes clear that the limits cannot be avoided by hiding or diluting wastestreams, e.g., 
by mixing ash transport or scrubber wastes into the much larger volumes of cooling water 
that power plants routinely discharge.15  But the rule does not specify internal monitoring 
procedures to prevent this from happening, leaving those to be defined by permit writers.  
Those  permits will need to be written and reviewed carefully to ensure they do not create 
loopholes that encourage dilution instead of the treatment and removal of toxins.  

Timetable for Compliance  

Power plants must comply with the new standards “as soon as possible” after November 1, 
2018, but no later than December 31, 2023.16 State agencies are supposed to establish more 
specific deadlines for each facility within that five year span, taking into account the time 
needed to design, install, and optimize the necessary treatment systems, the potential impact 
of other new standards, and “other factors as appropriate.”17   

Significantly, the new limits apply only to wastewater that is generated after the deadline for 
compliance.18  That means, for example, that ash or scrubber wastewater that accumulates 
in ponds until at least November 1, 2018, and as late as December 31, 2023, is exempt from 
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the rule.  This so-called “legacy” wastewater can be a major source of toxins years after coal 
plants shut down.  For example, the Willow Island coal plant in West Virginia closed in 
2012, but monitoring reports show that it discharged 756 pounds of selenium in 2015, which 
is more than many coal plants still in business.  Dominion’s Possum Point Power Station in 
Virginia stopped generating electricity from coal in 2003, but the plant began draining over 
150 million gallons of coal ash wastewater from its old coal ash ponds to Quantico Creek, 
which leads to the Potomac River, on May 9, 2016.19 

Effect of Coal Plant Retirements 

Burning coal is no longer the cheapest way to generate electricity, as the price of natural gas 
and renewable sources continues to fall, greater energy efficiency reduces the demand for 
power, and long-delayed environmental standards finally take effect. Faced with these 
economic and regulatory realities, many power companies are choosing to retire coal-fired 
units rather than investing in the pollution controls that should have been installed decades 
earlier.   

As explained earlier, our analysis did not cover 56 plants that discharged wastewater in 
2015 but are expected to shut down or switch to natural gas before the end of 2018, when 
the rule first takes effect.  Thirty of those had already closed before the end of 2015. Power 
companies have proposed or announced retirements for another 14 plants that fall between 
between 2019 and the end of 2023, which is the final deadline for meeting the wastewater 
treatment standards for those plants not required to comply earlier.20    

While some of the announced retirements are mandatory, e.g., required by consent decrees, 
most are voluntary decisions that can be reversed to keep plants operating if market 
conditions favor coal’s return.  EPA and state agencies will need to make sure that these 
shutdown schedule decisions are not manipulated to avoid compliance with the new 
wastewater treatment rule. 
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II. Analysis of Discharge Monitoring Reports 

Coal-fired power plants that discharge wastewater have to file discharge monitoring reports 
(also called DMRs) with EPA or state agencies that oversee Clean Water Act National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting programs.21 The content of 
these reports mirrors the monitoring and reporting requirements in each facility’s discharge 
permit, which require plants to monitor and report information like flow, concentration, and 
(occasionally) mass load for outfalls covered by the permit. EPA makes these data available 
through its Enforcement and Compliance History Online (ECHO) database, where the 
public can download data in an electronic format through ECHO’s effluent charts.22 The 
following analyses are based on the publicly available discharge monitoring data available 
through ECHO as of April 2016. For a detailed discussion of our methods, see Appendix B. 
Appendix C contains a list of all plants and additional information including permit 
expiration dates, pollutants monitored, and projected retirements. 

Scrubber Wastewater:  Coal Plants Have Far to Go to Meet Limits 

At least 116 of the 216 active coal fired power plants included in our survey had wet 
scrubbers in 2015, according to EPA’s Clean Air Markets database.23  These scrubber 
systems inject a liquid slurry into exhaust stacks to react with and remove sulfur dioxide and 
acid gases, typically generating between 200,000 and 300,000 gallons of wastewater a day.  
Because scrubber wastewater includes high concentrations of arsenic, mercury, nitrates, and 
selenium, EPA’s new rule sets numerical limits for each that can be met through a 
combination of biological treatment and chemical precipitation designed to remove these 
pollutants.   

Based on a review of permits, permit applications, and discharge monitoring reports, only 
30 of the 216 coal plants in our survey monitored at least one of these four pollutants in 
scrubber wastewater in 2015 and only nine monitored all four (Appendix D).24  Table B 
shows that almost all of those plants reported higher arsenic and selenium levels in scrubber 
wastewater than will be allowed under the rules that kick in after November 1, 2018. More 
than half the plants with monitoring data did report mercury concentrations low enough to 
meet the new standards.   

Table B also shows that plants not yet meeting the new limits in 2015 will need significant 
wastewater treatment upgrades to comply.  For example, the average monthly or maximum 
daily arsenic, mercury, and nitrate levels for those plants were several times higher than the 
new standards will allow, while selenium concentrations were more than twenty times 
higher. And some of the worst performers reported pollutant levels from 5 to more than 55 
times the new limits, based on the median values reported by the 30 plants.  
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Table B. Average and highest concentrations reported by plants 
exceeding the new scrubber wastewater limits, 2015 

Pollutant 

Plants 
exceeding 
limit/total 
monitored 

Limit after 
11/3/2018 

Median 
concentration 
for plants not 
meeting limit* 

Median of highest 
concentrations for 
plants not meeting 

limit* 
Monthly Average  
Arsenic (µg/L) 17/20 8 20.5 38.4 
Mercury (µg/L) 12/21 0. 356 1.1 1.9 
Selenium (µg/L) 24/24 12 291.8 690 
Nitrates (mg/L) 7/9 4.4 41 58.5 
Daily Maximum  
Arsenic (µg/L) 17/24 11 44.7 84.4 
Mercury (µg/L) 13/29 0.788 2.45 3 
Selenium (µg/L) 28/28 23 432.5 990 
Nitrates (mg/L) 6/9 17 42.8 58.9 

Note: Median and median of highest concentrations above limits were calculated across all plants that monitored scrubber 
wastewater, based on 2015 Discharge Monitoring Report data. 

Current Monitoring of Deadliest Toxins is Infrequent and Haphazard 

Arsenic, mercury, and selenium that accumulate in ash and scrubber sludge are often 
released to rivers and streams from settling ponds or wastewater treatment systems.  Our 
review of publicly available monitoring data found that most of the 216 coal plants that 
discharged wastewater in 2015 are not even required to measure and report both pollutant 
concentrations and wastewater flow at their outfalls.  Both parameters are important since 
the concentration of a toxin is multiplied by the flow rate to determine how much is being 
discharged to a waterway.  Only 67 (31 percent) of the 216 coal plants we surveyed reported 
monitoring arsenic levels and flow rates in their 2015 Discharge Monitoring Reports, while 
92 (43 percent) reported both mercury levels and flow rates, and 83 (38 percent) reported 
both selenium and flow rates.  Plants may be required to monitor at more than one outfall, 
and monitoring frequency can vary between outfalls and by pollutant at the same plant. 
Table C summarizes the monitoring frequency of each pollutant. The reported 
concentrations of arsenic and other toxins can vary widely from one sample to the next, so 
infrequent monitoring is unlikely to accurately represent how much each plant actually 
discharges over the course of a year.   
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Table C. Number of Coal Plants and Outfalls Monitored for Flow and 
Arsenic, Mercury, or Selenium in 2015 

 Arsenic Mercury Selenium 
Coal plants:    
Number of plants (out of 216) that monitored  67 92 83 
Number of plants (out of 216) that did not monitor 149 124 133 
Outfalls:    
Number of outfalls monitored 114 180 155 
Number of outfalls monitored less than 4 times per year 35 44 45 
Number of outfalls monitored 4-6 times per year 26 74 36 
Number of outfalls monitored monthly 53 62 74 

Source: 2015 Discharge monitoring report data from ECHO as of April 2016. 

In some states, including Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, and Missouri, most or all of the coal 
plants did not monitor for arsenic, mercury, or selenium.  Data available from other 
sources, like the Toxics Release Inventory, indicate that some of the plants in those states 
release significant amounts of these pollutants to surface water.     

For example, the Kentucky Utilities Ghent Power plant in Carroll County, Kentucky  
disclosed to the EPA’s Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) that it released 9,922 pounds of 
selenium to the Ohio River in 2015, based on its own internal sampling data. Yet Ghent’s 
Clean Water Act permit does not require any monitoring and reporting of selenium, which 
is toxic to aquatic life in fresh water at concentrations as low as 1.5 parts per billion in lakes, 
ponds, and other slow-moving waterbodies.25  Only a handful of coal plants quantify the 
amount of arsenic, mercury, or selenium they discharge to surface waters in their annual 
reports to the TRI, possibly because some have determined they do not meet the threshold 
for reporting. This issue is discussed further in Section III. 

Even where their permits require monitoring, some plants collect the data too infrequently 
to provide the “representative” results that federal rules require. For example, permits 
frequently allow power plants to sample just once a month to demonstrate compliance with 
maximum daily pollution limits. 

Yet pollutant concentrations may fluctuate widely from one day or month to the next based 
on changes in plant output and wastewater flow rates, the type of coal burned, and other 
operational variations. For example, the Cayuga coal plant in Indiana reported monthly 
average selenium concentrations of 3.4 µg/L in wastewater discharges in January and 40.5 
µg/L in July of 2015 from a single outfall.26  Changing flow rates do not explain the widely 
varying results.  Cayuga discharged 3.2 pounds of selenium in January and 35.3 pounds in 
May, although wastewater volumes were virtually identical for both months (see Figure 1).  
The data suggest that other operating variables, e.g., variations in the toxicity of ash or 
scrubber sludge, are responsible for these month to month fluctuations in selenium levels.  
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Figure 1. Monthly average selenium concentrations from Cayuga (IN), 
outfall 002 

Source: ECHO Effluent Charts, available at: https://echo.epa.gov/effluent-charts#IN0002763. 

 

This variability is typical of other plants that report monthly monitoring of arsenic, mercury, 
or selenium.  Table D shows that the highest monthly concentrations were were typically 
two to three times higher than the lowest results reported, even after removing “outliers” that 
were astronomically low or high.  Measuring toxins less frequently, e.g., once every three to 
six months, is much less likely to yield results that accurately represent a plant’s discharge 
throughout the year.   

Table D. Difference between highest and lowest monthly pollutant 
levels in 2015 

Pollutant Number 
of 
plants 

Number 
of 
outfalls 

Median Difference 
between Highest and 
Lowest 
Concentration: All 
Plants 

Greatest Difference 
between Highest and 
Lowest Concentration: 
Any Plant  

Arsenic 33 44 263% 1,900% 
Mercury 37 51 371% 2,250% 
Selenium 50 62 215% 1,091% 

Note: This analysis is based on a subset of plants that reported concentrations and flow on a monthly basis. Concentrations 
represent monthly averages unless plants only reported a maximum or other alternative concentration (30-day average, daily 
average, etc.) on a monthly basis. Excludes statistical outliers to reflect variation at the typical plant. 
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Pollution Loads   

While EPA’s new coal wastewater rule includes standards that limit the concentration of 
specific pollutants in scrubber wastewater, it is also important to be able to quantify the 
amount of arsenic and other toxins discharged to waterways.  Estimating these pollutant 
loadings is critical to determining their impact on the waters that receive these wastes.  The 
amounts, e.g., in pounds per year, are usually calculated by multiplying the concentration of 
a given contaminant in micrograms or milligrams per liter by the total volume of wastewater 
that is discharged.   

To provide reliable estimates of the most toxic pollutants, monitoring needs to be sensitive 
enough to measure very low concentrations, e.g., in parts per trillion for mercury, and 
frequent enough to account for operational variations that can change pollutant levels from 
one month to the next. Where plants do track one or more of these pollutants, their 
discharge monitoring reports sometimes indicate only that the results were too low to be 
measured, without disclosing what detection limits they use in sampling.  In other cases, the 
data include obvious errors, e.g., when concentrations in one month are a thousand times 
higher than normal.  And as discussed earlier, monitoring is often too infrequent to cover 
variations in the operation of a plant that can affect the level of pollution. 

With these limitations in mind, we reviewed the handful of Discharge Monitoring Reports 
for 2015 that contained data reliable enough to calculate how much arsenic, mercury, or 
selenium was being released to our waterways.  More specifically, we confined our analysis 
to plants that reported pollutant concentrations at least quarterly that could be multiplied by 
flow rates to quantify annual loads, while excluding likely data errors and any values 
reported as below detection limits.  Table E presents the ten facilities that discharged the 
largest amounts of each toxin in 2015 from the relatively small group of plants that met our 
monitoring criteria.   

These are not necessarily the largest sources. We excluded several plants with monitoring 
reports that suggested larger discharges of arsenic, mercury, or selenium, because the data 
were inconsistent or the plant only reported once or twice a year.  Also, some of the many 
coal plants that do not monitor for these pollutants at all have reported much larger 
wastewater releases to the Toxics Release Inventory.    
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Table E. Arsenic, Mercury and Selenium in Coal Plant Wastewater: 
Discharge Monitoring Reports v. Toxics Release Inventory, 2015.   

  Plant Permit No. State DMR (lbs) TRI (lbs) 

A
rs

en
ic

 

Asheville NC0000396 NC 1,079.42 (not available) 
AES Petersburg IN0002887 IN 1,009.53 1,326 
James E. Rogers Energy Complex NC0005088 NC 987.81 830 
Cardinal OH0012581 OH 848.26 790 
F B Culley IN0002259 IN 746.31 (not available) 
Gallatin TN0005428 TN 478.25 (not available) 
Miami Fort OH0009873 OH 423.43 430 
Wateree SC002038 SC 340.16 317 
Bull Run TN0005410 TN 290.27 (not available) 
Winyah SC0022471 SC 288.52 430 

M
er

cu
ry

 

Monroe MI0001848 MI 10.61 27.51 
Cayuga IN0002763 IN 8.05 (not available) 
Northside Generating Station FL0001031 FL 6.83 1 
Cross SC0037401 SC 2.16 1.8 
Crist FL0002275 FL 1.56 (not available) 
Bull Run TN0005410 TN 1.29 (not available) 
Conesville OH0005371 OH 1.23 5.4 

AES Petersburg IN0002887 IN 1.18 1.21 
Seminole FL0036498 FL 0.66 1.1 
Genoa WI0003239 WI 0.6 (not available) 

Se
le

ni
um

 

Northside Generating Station FL0001031 FL 6,135.88 (not available) 
Cumberland TN0005789 TN 6,019.31 6,000 

AES Petersburg IN0002887 IN 3,552.94 4,398 
Merom IN0050296 IN 3,315.12 (not available) 

Gallatin TN0005428 TN 1,184.60 (not available) 
Cardinal OH0012581 OH 979.43 940 

Big Bend FL0000817 FL 924.39 (not available) 

Pleasants Power Station WV0079171, 
WV0023248 WV 840.35 (not available) 

F B Culley IN0002259 IN 840.24 (not available) 
R.M. Schahfer IN0053201 IN 579.53 (not available) 

Note: Limited to plants that reported pollutant concentrations at least quarterly that could be multiplied by flow rates to 
quantify annual loads, while excluding likely data errors and any values reported as below detection limits.  
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III. Toxics Release Inventory: Some Coal Plants Report Total
 Annual Releases of Arsenic and Other Toxins  

Like other industries, coal-fired generating stations are required to report the annual amount 
of certain toxins released to water, air, or land that are manufactured, processed, or used 
above certain threshold quantities.  Power plants are considered to “manufacture” arsenic 
compounds and other toxic metals that are generated as unwanted byproducts of coal 
burning that are released through smokestacks or accumulate as combustion residue in ash, 
sludge, or wastewater. These annual disclosures, which are submitted to EPA’s Toxics 
Release Inventory (TRI) and available online at https://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-
inventory-tri-program, must quantify the toxins released to surface water from all sources 
within a facility, whether or not Clean Water Act permits require monitoring and reporting.  

The TRI provides useful data about annual wastewater loads from coal plants, but too many 
are exempt from these disclosure requirements.  Electric generators are generally required to 
report releases of toxic metals like arsenic and selenium when the fuel they burn generates 
more than 25,000 pounds a year of each pollutant as a byproduct.  Coal plants can fall 
below this threshold (or claim to) and be exempt from TRI disclosure while still releasing 
thousands of pounds of highly toxic metals to the air or water.  For example, only 6 of the 
10 plants in Table E that monitored and reported high volume arsenic discharges under their 
Clean Water Act permits in 2015 also disclosed to the TRI how much arsenic they released 
to surface waters in the same year. Although the threshold for mercury is much lower at 10 
pounds, relatively few coal plants reported discharging this pollutant to surface water to the 
TRI.  

Where the TRI reporting requirements are triggered for a specific pollutant, e.g., arsenic, 
electric generators have to quantify and report the total amount released to waterways from 
all sources within the power plant, whether or not those discharges are monitored.  TRI 
reports have to indicate whether or not the amounts disclosed were based on estimates or 
actual measurements, but do not require further detail or justification. Appendix A shows 
releases of arsenic, mercury, selenium, chromium, lead, and total metals to surface water 
and surface impoundments from the plants that reported to the TRI in 2015. Appendix F 
ranks the “Top 10” worst polluters for each of the toxic metals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-inventory-tri-program
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Table F. Arsenic, Mercury and Selenium in Coal Plant Wastewater: 
TRI Surface Water Releases v. DMRs, 2015 

 Plant Permit No. State TRI 
(lbs) 

DMR (lbs) 

A
rs

en
ic

 

Monroe Power Plant MI0001848 MI 1,800 (not available) 
HW Pirkey Power Plant TX0087726 TX 1,800 (not available) 
AES Petersburg IN0002887 IN 1,326 1009.53 
Killen Station OH0060046 OH 1,231 (not available) 
Kingston Fossil Plant TN0080870, TN0005452 TN 870 0.001* 
Rogers Energy Complex NC0005088 NC 830 987.81 
Cardinal Plant OH0012581 OH 790 848.26 
Ghent Station KY0002038 KY 736 (not available) 
Morgantown Generating Station MD0002647 MD 703 24.5 
Conesville Plant OH0005371 OH 690 (not available) 

M
er

cu
ry

 

Cumberland (TN) TN0005789 TN 120 0.12 
Ghent KY0002038 KY 60.2 (not available) 
Asheville NC0000396 NC 51.4 0.24 
Kyger Creek OH0005282 OH 50.2 0.12 
Marshall (NC) NC004987 NC 43 (not available) 
Baldwin Energy Complex IL0000043 IL 33.8 0.038 

Williams SC0003883 SC 28.3 145.6** 
Kammer/Mitchell (WV) WV0005304 WV 28.1 0.46 
Monroe (MI) MI0001848 MI 27.51 10.61 
Clifty Creek IN0001759 IN 18.6 0.025 

Se
le

ni
um

 

Ghent KY0002038 KY 9,922 (not available) 
Cumberland (TN) TN0005789 TN 6,000 5,862.54 
AES Petersburg IN0002887 IN 4,398 3,552.94 
Cross SC0037401 SC 3,892 (not available) 
Monroe (MI) MI0001848 MI 3,200 (not available) 
Paradise KY0004201 KY 2,500 (not available) 
Cardinal OH0012581 OH 940 979.43 
HW Pirkey Power Plant TX0087726 TX 723 (not available) 
John E Amos WV0001074 WV 542 631 
FirstEnergy Fort Martin Power Station WV0004731 WV 440 393.31 

Note: DMR loads are limited to plants that reported pollutant concentrations at least quarterly (one exception noted below**) that 
could be multiplied by flow rates to quantify annual loads, while excluding likely data errors and any values reported as below 
detection limits. 
*TVA Kingston only reported one month with an arsenic concentration above the detection limit from a single outfall monitored 
under permit number TN0080870. 
** Includes outfall 006. ECHO only had flow rates and mercury levels for June and December 2015 for this outfall. We assumed 
the plant discharged from this outfall during the other 10 months of the year, with a similar flow rate and concentration. 
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Only 58 coal plants reported releasing arsenic to surface waters in 2015.27  Table F identifies 
the ten facilities reporting the largest discharges of arsenic, mercury, and selenium to the 
TRI and compares that data to the loads that could be calculated from their Discharge 
Monitoring Reports. Not unexpectedly, the totals from these two sources do not match. 
Using arsenic as an example: 

• Five of the coal plants reporting the 10 largest arsenic surface water discharges to the 
TRI in 2015 did not monitor and report these releases in their Discharge Monitoring 
Reports for the same year, presumably because no such monitoring was required by 
their Clean Water Act permits.  Those facilities included the Monroe (MI), HW 
Pirkey (TX), Ghent (KY), Killen (OH), and Conesville (OH) power stations. A 
fourth, the TVA Kingston plant in Tennessee, disclosed discharging 870 pounds of 
arsenic to TRI in 2015, but less than a tenth of a pound from one insignificant outfall 
in its Clean Water Act Discharge Monitoring Report. 
 

• The Petersbug plant in Indiana discharged 1,009 pounds of arsenic in 2015 from 
several outfalls, based on discharge monitoring reports required by its Clean Water 
Act permit. But the plant also reported total arsenic discharges of 1,326 pounds in the 
same year in its TRI report. The data show that even when permits provide for some 
monitoring of toxic discharges, they do not cover some of the larger sources of this 
pollution.    
 

• Conversely, the discharge monitoring reports for the Cardinal coal plant in Ohio 
indicate that outfall 19 released 848 pounds of arsenic to the Ohio River in 2015.  Yet 
on its 2015 TRI report, Cardinal estimated discharging no more than 790 pounds of 
arsenic from the entire plant that year. TRI reports must disclose the total amount of 
pollution from all sources within a plant, which should not be less than the discharge 
from a single outfall. 

Too many coal plants fall through the cracks left by their Clean Water Act permits and the 
Toxics Release Inventory. TRI reports show that some of the coal plants dumping the 
largest loads of arsenic or selenium into our waterways have never had to actually monitor 
their discharges, which is critical to obtaining accurate data. In other cases, TRI disclosures 
demonstrate that for some coal plants, the few outfalls that are monitored represent only a 
fraction of the total toxic discharge. These gaps need to be closed when state agencies 
specify the monitoring required to implement the Steam Electric Rule.   

At the same time, some of the heaviest toxic loads from power plants are never disclosed to 
the TRI, because many coal plants do not meet reporting thresholds, e.g., they do not 
generate (or “manufacture”) 25,000 or more pounds of arsenic, selenium, or other highly 
toxic metals like antimony, cadmium, or chromium.28  The monitoring required by some 
Clean Water Act permits shows that coal plants can release hundreds or even thousands of 
pounds of one or more of these pollutants without having to disclose the amount to TRI. 
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That defeats the purpose of a program meant to provide the public with an easy-to-
understand summary of the annual toxic releases from each facility, which is why large 
power companies like Duke Energy and American Electric Power have long used TRI data 
to measure and advertise their environmental performance.29  Public disclosure inspires 
corporate accountability and voluntary action to reduce pollution.  These benefits are 
undermined by TRI thresholds that require some coal plants to report while exempting 
others that discharge even larger quantities of arsenic or selenium.   

EPA has already determined that minute concentrations of arsenic and selenium, measured 
in parts per billion, can threaten and endanger human health, water quality, and wildlife.  
Selenium can also bioaccumulate and persist in aquatic ecosystems. Unlike benzene and 
other organic toxins, these toxic metals are not destroyed in the hot temperatures of coal 
boilers, but are released to the air or transferred to ash, scrubber sludge and wastewater.  In 
other words, almost all of the toxic metal byproducts of coal combustion will end up as air 
pollution or (for those residues that cannot be recycled in cement, wallboard, or other 
products) as wastes that must be managed to minimize the contamination of underground 
aquifers or surface waters.   

EPA can and should exercise its authority to reduce reporting thresholds for the most 
dangerous pollutants, and has already done so for pollutants like lead and mercury.  Power 
plants and other facilities that manufacture or process more than 10 pounds of mercury or 
100 pounds of lead must disclose any environmental releases of these pollutants in their 
annual TRI reports.  Arsenic is nearly twice as hazardous as lead according to EPA’s 
ranking of the relative toxicity of chemical pollutants, which considers both health and 
environmental impacts.30  Based on the same ranking system, the relative toxicity of 
selenium is half that of lead but far above most of the pollutants that must be reported to 
TRI.   

Yet most coal plants are exempt from having to disclose the amount of arsenic, cadmium, 
or selenium they release to air or water because they do not “manufacture” or “process” 
more than 25,000 pounds of these pollutants in a single year.  Given their extreme toxicity, 
EPA should adopt the lower thresholds for reporting these pollutants that it already has in 
place for lead.   

IV.  Permit Backlog Could Delay Implementation of Standards 
Already Decades Late 

EPA’s new rule anticipates that the new Clean Water Act standards will be rolled into 
permits as they are reopened for renewal, which is supposed to happen at least once every 
five years.  These decisions will determine exactly when each coal plant has to comply with 
standards that must take effect as soon as possible after November 1, 2018 but no later than 
December 31, 2023.  Permit language will also define the type and frequency of monitoring 
needed to prevent circumvention of the standards (e.g., by diluting instead of treating waste 
to meet numerical standards for scrubber wastewater) and to ensure that results accurately 
represent a plant’s discharges under varying operating conditions.  While most states are 
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authorized to issue and renew federal Clean Water Act permits, EPA retains that authority 
in Idaho, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and New Mexico.   

Unfortunately, states often fail to meet the five-year deadline for permit renewals, and 
instead administratively extend existing permits that do not include new requirements 
established since that permit was issued.  For example, 113 out of 216 coal-fired generators 
are holding Clean Water Act permits that have already expired, and permits for 79 of those 
expired more than two years ago.31  And while state agencies are responsible for issuing and 
renewing Clean Water Act permits in most states, EPA is not setting a good example in the 
few cases where it retains that responsibility, such as New Mexico and New Hampshire.   
For example, the permits for the Four Corners Coal plant in New Mexico was last issued in 
2001, and for the Merrimack coal plant in New Hampshire in 1992.32 

The EPA has proposed new regulations that will allow the agency to object to permits that 
significantly impact the environment and have been administratively extended for two to 
five years or more. But, the agency has stated that it will use this authority “only in very 
limited circumstances.”33 Absent public pressure, there is a real risk that permit backlogs 
will delay implementation of toxic limits for coal plant wastewater that are already nearly 30 
years overdue. 
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V. Conclusion and Recommendations 

The Clean Water Act recognizes that our lakes, rivers, estuaries, and coastal waters belong 
to the public and not to private industry.  Clean water is used for drinking and household 
use, provides a safe habitat for aquatic life, supports thriving commercial and recreational 
fisheries, revitalizes urban waterfronts, and is the bedrock of local tourism.  Perhaps more 
important, our waterways satisfy aesthetic or spiritual needs that cannot be quantified or 
even explained without the help of artists like Mark Twain, who said this about the 
Mississipi: 

The face of the river, in time, became a wonderful book… which told its 
mind to me without reserve, delivering its most cherished secrets as clearly 
as if it had uttered them with a voice. And it was not a book to be read 
once and thrown aside, for it had a new story to tell every day.  

Mark Twain, Life on the Mississipi 

Twain would read a murkier tale in the Mississippi today. Arsenic, mercury, selenium, and 
other toxic metals are particularly hazardous to our waterways because they can persist in 
the water column or in sediment for many decades, fouling drinking water sources and 
poisoning fish and those who eat them.  The Clean Water Act required EPA to restrict toxic 
discharges from coal plants – by far the largest industrial source of these pollutants – no later 
than 1989.  Threatened with a lawsuit in 2009 for failing to meet that deadline, EPA finally 
issued these standards that require compliance between 2018 and 2023, or 29 to 34 years 
late.  No effort should be spared in making sure that coal plants meet their obligations on 
time.  There are no further excuses for delay. 

To meet the deadlines for compliance with the new rule: 

• States should propose draft permits for renewal no later than March 3, 2017, which is 
a full fifteen months after the new requirements were published.  As noted earlier, 
revising permits to list numerical limits and prohibitions that apply to all coal-fired 
power plants should not be time consuming.  The compliance deadlines in draft 
permits should be reviewed carefully to ensure that states have justified any 
compliance deadlines beyond November 3, 2018. 
 

• Final permits should be issued before the end of 2017, to ensure that any required 
construction projects are on schedule and will achieve compliance on time.  
 

• Permit revisions should be accelerated for power plants already known to discharge 
thousands of pounds per year of arsenic or other highly toxic pollutants.  
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The revised permits should: 

• Require that arsenic, mercury, selenium, and nitrate compounds be monitored daily 
to determine compliance with the maximum daily and monthly average numerical 
limts for scrubber wastewater. 
 

• Require regular monitoring of other pollutants, like boron, cadmium, manganese, 
and lead, which can be just as toxic as the surrogates to which EPA decided to apply 
limits. 
 

• Include internal monitoring as needed to ensure that all wastewater limits are met 
through treatment, and not by dilution, and that all discharges of coal ash transport 
water are eliminated.  

To improve disclosure of the highly toxic metals released by electric generators: 

• EPA should require power plants that generate more than a hundred pounds per year 
of arsenic, cadmium, or selenium to report their releases of these dangerous pollutants 
ot the Toxics Release Inventory.  EPA has already adopted this lower threshold for 
lead.   

To improve the value and transparency of the monitoring publicly available on the “ECHO” 
website, EPA should: 

• Audit Discharge Monitoring Reports on a regular basis for accuracy and 
completeness, and require prompt correction of errors. 
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Appendix B: Methods 

This report is based on an analysis of discharge monitoring records and data from EPA’s 
Enforcement and Compliance History Online (ECHO), Clean Air Markets database, the 
2014 Toxics Release Inventory, and current permit applications and discharge permits 
issued to coal plants. EPA’s 2015 Steam Electric rule establishes new limits on discharges of 
toxins from coal-fired power plants. The requirements must be rolled into the permits issued 
by state agencies. These permits will establish the deadlines for meeting the standard 
between November 3, 2018 and the end of 2023 and define monitoring needed to assure 
compliance. This report sought to determine a) how much work needs to be done to 
implement the new rules and b) to identify the obstacles that could undermine or delay 
implementation.  

Identifying Coal Plants and Expired Permits 

We identified 293 coal plants that operated in 2015, had Clean Water Act wastewater 
discharge permits (NPDES permits), and generated over 50 MW of energy from coal on 
average in 2015 using the Clean Air Markets Database and ECHO.1 The Clean Air Markets 
Database contains information about sulfur dioxide controls (scrubbers), primary fuel types, 
and gross generation. ECHO contains discharge monitoring data from EPA’s ICIS-NPDES 
system, permit numbers, and permit expiration dates.  

We limited our analyses to 216 coal plants that will have to limit their toxic wastewater 
discharges “as soon as possible” after November 3, 2018 and before December 31, 2023, 
excluding plants that are scheduled to retire before the end of 2018. We identified plants that 
have retired and plants that are projected to retire using publicly available information from 
www.SourceWatch.org and company press releases and websites as of July 6, 2016. 

The ICIS-NPDES data set available through ECHO contains a list of all permits issued and 
their expiration dates. We used this data set to identify plants with expired permits as of 
June 30, 2016, June 30, 2014 (two years ago), and by the time the rule takes effect on 
November 3, 2018.  

Discharge Monitoring Report Data 

Coal-fired power plants that discharge wastewater have to file discharge monitoring reports 
(DMRs) with EPA or state agencies that oversee the Clean Water Act’s National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting programs.  The reports mirror 
requirements in each facility’s discharge permit to monitor and report concentrations (in 
milligrams or micrograms per liter) or amount (e.g., in kilograms per day) of specific 
pollutants, along with the volume of wastewater (usually in gallons or million gallons per 

                                                 
1 We also included Logansport (IN0041246), Tyrone (KY0001899), Dover (OH0007994), Painesville 
(OH0039357), Orrville (OH0064025), which were not listed in the Clean Air Markets database, and 
Edwardsport, Wabash River, and Polk, which are coal gasification plants. 

https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets
http://www.sourcewatch.org/
https://echo.epa.gov/tools/data-downloads
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day) discharged through specific outfalls.  State agencies submit the DMR data to EPA. 
EPA processes the data to standardize certain elements (like measurement units) in its ICIS-
NPDES database, posts the data online, and updates its database each week as states submit 
corrections and new data. Members of the public can download DMR data in an electronic 
format through ECHO’s effluent charts and through other downloading features. 

We downloaded the 2014 and 2015 DMR data for each plant from ECHO’s effluent charts 
in April 2016.2 After downloading the data, we used R, a free, open-source statistical 
program to combine individual plant data files and to identify the subset of data for arsenic, 
selenium, mercury, nitrates, and flow.3 EPA’s new rule limits the concentrations of arsenic, 
selenium, mercury, and nitrates in scrubber wastewater. We were also interested in 
cumulative pollution loads, and so we calculated these loads using concentration data and 
flow data.  

The downloadable DMR data contain many variables, including monitoring values, 
measurement units, outfall numbers, outfall types, monitoring point descriptions, 
monitoring period end dates, qualifiers (i.e. “<” for results below method detection limits), 
and no data indicator codes (“nodi codes”) which are reported in lieu of concentrations in a 
number of circumstances (i.e. “B” for below detection limit, “Q” for non-quantifiable, “9” 
for conditional monitoring/monitoring not required, and “C” for no discharge). 
Descriptions of all the variables included in the downloadable DMR data can be found 
here.4 

DMR data is not error-free. The most common errors involve incorrect values, either 
because permit holders submit incorrect information, or because states or EPA transcribe 
information incorrectly. For example, while we were reviewing DMR data, we noticed 
several cases where reported mercury concentrations used the wrong measurement units 
(ug/L or mg/L instead of ng/L). We also noticed that several outfalls listed as ‘internal’ 
outfalls in discharge permits were listed as ‘external’ outfalls in the DMR data, which makes 
it difficult to determine which outfalls should be used to estimate pollution loads. From 
May to July 2016, we submitted 23 error reports to EPA and state data custodians 
requesting clarification or correction. Most of the errors we reported were corrected, and 

                                                 
2 DMR data downloads can be ‘automated’ using EPA’s REST services and a web browser extension, like 
Chrono Download Manager for Chrome, that loops through a list URLs and downloads each file. We used 
the following standard to download DMR data from effluent charts: https://echo.epa.gov/effluent-
charts?p_id=NPDESID&start_date=01/01/2014&end_date=12/31/2015. For more information about EPA’s 
REST services, see: https://echo.epa.gov/tools/web-services. 
3 We originally reviewed data from 2014 and 2015 and included measurements of another pollutant, boron, 
which is often found in coal plant wastewater. We narrowed the analysis to data from 2015 and the 
contaminants limited by EPA’s new rule—arsenic, mercury, selenium, and nitrates. Arsenic, mercury and 
selenium because monitoring they are highly toxic to human health and the environment and the rule limits all 
three pollutants in any discharge from wastewater scrubbers. The rule also limits nitrate discharges from 
scrubber wastewater, as this pollutant feeds algal blooms that can create low-oxygen dead zones in waterways. 
Limiting the analysis to 2015 allowed us to properly account for plant retirements and slight improvements in 
monitoring that occurred between 2014 and 2015. While boron is one of the key pollutants found in coal plant 
wastewater, relatively few plants monitored their boron discharges and it is not limited by EPA’s new rule. 
4 https://echo.epa.gov/help/reports/effluent-charts-help#data_considerations; 
https://cfpub.epa.gov/dmr/glossary.cfm#ndi 

https://echo.epa.gov/help/reports/effluent-charts-help
https://echo.epa.gov/help/reports/effluent-charts-help#data_considerations
https://echo.epa.gov/help/how-to-report-error
https://echo.epa.gov/tools/web-services
https://echo.epa.gov/help/reports/effluent-charts-help#data_considerations
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some companies were asked to resubmit DMRs. We included these corrections in our 
analysis. 

Scrubber Wastewater 

We identified 116 plants that used wet scrubbers to control sulfur dioxide emissions 
according to the Clean Air Markets database. Of those, we identified only 30 that had 
NPDES permits and monitored for arsenic, mercury, selenium, or nitrates at scrubber 
wastewater outfalls in 2015. We identified scrubber wastewater outfalls by reviewing 
NPDES permits, permit applications, and permit fact sheets obtained through public 
information requests and from state or EPA websites. One of our goals was to measure 
concentrations of the specific toxins in wastewater that will be limited under the new rule.  
For that reason, we limited our analysis to those outfalls that appeared to discharge only 
treated scrubber wastewater that had not been mixed with other waste streams.    

We compared monthly average and daily maximum monitoring results from the scrubber 
wastewater outfalls at the 30 plants to the numerical limits that plants will have to meet 
between the end of 2018 and 2023 under the new rule. In some cases where plants 
monitored for something other than a daily maximum or monthly average, like Big Bend, 
which reported “instantaneous maximums,” we only compared the concentrations to the 
standard if no other data was available. 

Some plants reported pollutant concentrations in scrubber wastewater entering the 
treatment process, but we excluded these values because the rule’s limits apply only to the 
effluent after it has been treated. However, in some instances, monitoring points reported as 
influent actually represented effluent. We reported these errors to EPA and state data 
custodians.  We also excluded “dissolved” concentrations of pollutants if the plant also 
reported “total” concentrations. 

Monitoring Frequency and Variability in Monthly Monitoring Results 

We used the DMR data set (described above) to count the number of plants that monitored 
for flow and arsenic, selenium, or mercury at any outfall in 2015. If a plant reported a no 
data indicator code of “9—conditional monitoring (no monitoring required)” in lieu of 
sampling results for a specific monitoring period, we did not include it as a plant that 
monitored during that monitoring period.  

We also evaluated how often plants reported concentrations of arsenic, mercury, or 
selenium on their DMRs, e.g., whether sample results were reported every month, quarterly, 
etc. Our analysis of monitoring frequency included outfalls reporting values below detection 
limits or “no discharge” in some months (since some outfalls discharge only sporadically).  
We did not include any outfalls where plant operators reported concentrations without 
wastewater flow, or no flow for an entire year. Since it is impossible to measure pollutant 
concentrations at dry outfalls, we were concerned that data for those outfalls could be 
incorrect.   
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Where monthly monitoring data was available, we identified the values (daily maximum, 
monthly average, etc) reported on a monthly basis for each outfall and monitoring point. 
We then selected the monthly average values, where available. Facilities commonly report a 
single value for a month, and often label it a ‘daily maximum.’ It should be noted that if this 
single value is the only data available for a month, it is reasonable to treat it as both a daily 
maximum and a monthly average. For that reason, if a plant did not report a monthly 
average, we then looked for daily maximum values or other values (30 day average, weekly 
average, etc). We calculated the percent difference between the minimum and maximum 
concentrations (((maximum-minimum)/minimum) *100) to quantify variability. We 
identified statistical outliers and excluded them from our summary of results to provide a 
conservative estimate and to weed out any remaining measurement unit or remaining data 
input errors in the DMR data. 

Quantifying Pollution Loads  

Determining the actual amount of pollution discharged is important to understanding its 
potential impact on water quality. In this report, we quantify pollution loads using DMR 
data from 2014 and 2015 and Toxics Release Inventory data from 2014. Our goal was to 
show examples of how much pollution some plants discharge and illustrate how gaps in 
reporting requirements set by NPDES permits and the Toxics Release Inventory allow coal 
plants to understate the amount of pollution they discharge to waterways. Pollution loads 
from point sources can be calculated using the equations in Figure A1. 

Figure A1. Pollution Load Equations 

 

EPA quantifies pollution loads using data from DMRs and the Toxics Release Inventory 
using its Discharge Monitoring Report Pollutant Loading Tool (“DMR Loading Tool”). 
Our methods closely followed EPA’s, but we opted to only present loads for the top plants 
that had complete data instead of filling in data gaps for plants that may have discharged 
larger amounts of pollution. Detailed information about the DMR Loading Tool can be 
found here. We did not use the DMR Loading Tool to quantify loads because we wanted to 
correct errors in underlying DMR data. 

 

If concentrations (mg/L) are available: 

Load (pounds) = Flow (MGD) x Pollutant Concentration (mg/L) x Days in the monitoring period x 8.346 
(conversion factor) 

If mass quantities (kg/day) are available: 

Load (pounds) = Pollutant Mass (kg/day) x Days in the monitoring period x 2.205 (conversion factor) 

https://cfpub.epa.gov/dmr/
https://cfpub.epa.gov/dmr/usersguide.cfm
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We selected the appropriate measurements that represented wastewater discharged to 
waterways according to the methods used by the DMR Loading Tool, and then used the 
equations in Figure A1 to calculate loads for each monitoring period (month, quarter, etc), 
depending on the data available for each plant, outfall, and monitoring point. Calculating 
loads from mass quantities (kg/day) involves less uncertainty, but relatively few coal plants 
report quantities on their DMRs. If a plant reported enough information (i.e. at least 
quarterly results for both flow and concentration, and no missing data or non-detects), we 
calculated the annual load by adding together the loads from each monitoring period. The 
pollution loads shown may not represent the entire load from a plant, as many are not 
required to monitor every outfall for arsenic, selenium, and mercury. 

Toxics Release Inventory 

We identified coal plants that reported releasing arsenic, selenium, or mercury to surface 
waters and impoundments to the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) in 2015 using the 
preliminary 2015 TRI data release in July 2016. We searched for all plants in the US that 
reported under industry NAICS code 221112 or 221122 for electric utilities and excluded 
plants from the results if they were slated to retire before the end of 2018 or generated less 
than 50 MW per hour on average in 2015 according to data from Clean Air Markets. We 
used the TRI’s definition of “metals and metal compounds” to identify and aggregate metals 
and metal compounds discharged to surface water and impoundments.5  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 Toxics Release Inventory, List of Metals and Metal Compounds. Available at: 
https://iaspub.epa.gov/triexplorer/tri_text.list_chemical_metals, accessed 7/27/2016. 

https://iaspub.epa.gov/triexplorer/tri_text.list_chemical_metals
https://iaspub.epa.gov/triexplorer/tri_text.list_chemical_metals
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NOTES

1 33 U.S.C. §1311(2)(C),(D) 
2 40 CFR Part 423, at 80 FR 67838 (November 3, 2015) 
3 We excluded plants that closed before June 30, 2016. We also excluded plants that are scheduled to retire or 
convert to natural gas before the end of 2018, according to company press releases issued before June 30, 2016 
and SourceWatch.org “Coal Plant Retirements” available at 
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Coal_plant_retirements, accessed June 30, 2016.  
4 Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Plants 2009, Energy Information Administration, Table ES3, p. 3 
(November 2010), at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/cost_quality/pdf/cqa2009.pdf 
5 Supra, n. 2, at 80 FR 67862 
6 See, e.g., “EPA Response to Kingston Coal Ash Spill,” at https://www.epa.gov/tn/epa-response-kingston-
tva-coal-ash-spill, and “EPA’s Response to the Duke Energy Spill in Eden, North Carolina, at 
https://www.epa.gov/dukeenergy-coalash 
7 40 CFR 257, 261; 80 FR 21301 
8 40 CFR 423.13(g)(1)(i) 
9 80 FR 67870 
10 Supra, n. 2 
11 40 CFR 423.15(b)(13); 423.13(j)(1) 
12 80 FR 67854 
13 423.15 (a)(3) 
14 80 FR 67682; 40 CFR 122.48(b) 
15 80 FR 67862, 67885.  As noted earlier, power plants can “recycle” ash wastewater through the scrubber 
treatment process, so long as the post-treatment effluent meets the limits that apply to scrubber wastewater.  
Supra. n. 2. 
16 80 FR 67854; 40 CFR 423.13(g)(1)(i); (h)(1)(i); (j)(1)(i); (k)(1)(i) 
17 40 CFR 423.11(t) 
18 Id. 
19 Possum Point VPDES Permit Fact Sheet, Permit No. VA0002071 issued January 2016, p. 31. 
http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Portals/0/DEQ/Water/PollutionDischargeElimination/Coal_Ash/VA000207
1FactSheetJan2016reduced.pdf  
20 Information on actual or proposed closure of power stations comes primarily from the “SourceWatch” 
inventory of existing coal plants maintained by Center for Media and Democracy and available online at 
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Existing_U.S._Coal_Plants.  EIP updated that information for some 
plants based on a review of online sources and can provide additional references upon request. 
21 40 CFR 127.11 
22 Environmental Protection Agency, Enforcmeent and Compliance History Online database, available at: 
https://echo.epa.gov, accessed April 2016. 
23 Environmental Protection Agency, Clean Air Markets Program Data, available at: 
https://ampd.epa.gov/ampd/, accessed April 2016. Not all plants with wet scrubbers necessarily discharge 
scrubber wastewater to surface waters. For example, the Crist power plant in Florida disposes of its scrubber 
wastewater into a Class 1 underground injection well.  
24 We considered an outfall a “scrubber wastewater outfall” if the plant’s permit designated it only for scrubber 
wastewater. Many plants that have wet scrubbers mix their scrubber wastewater with other waste streams. The 
31 plants have current NPDES permits that require monitoring before scrubber wastewater mixes with any 
other waste streams. 
25 USEPA 2016 Aquatic Life Criterion for Selenium in lentic (slow-moving) freshwater. EPA’s standards are 
hierarchical and fish tissue samples take precedent over water column concentrations. Water column 
concentrations apply when fish tissue measurements are unavailable. See: https://www.epa.gov/wqc/aquatic-
life-criterion-selenium  
26 ECHO’s Effluent Charts, Cayuga IN0002763, outfall 002, selenium. https://echo.epa.gov/effluent-
charts#IN0002763 accessed 7/12/2016.   

 

http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Coal_plant_retirements
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http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Portals/0/DEQ/Water/PollutionDischargeElimination/Coal_Ash/VA0002071FactSheetJan2016reduced.pdf
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Existing_U.S._Coal_Plants
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https://ampd.epa.gov/ampd/
https://www.epa.gov/wqc/aquatic-life-criterion-selenium
https://www.epa.gov/wqc/aquatic-life-criterion-selenium
https://echo.epa.gov/effluent-charts#IN0002763
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27 We searched for coal plants by limiting search results to NAICS 2211, Electric Generation, in EPA’s 
preliminary 2015 TRI dataset, available at: https://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-inventory-tri-program/2015-
tri-preliminary-dataset, as of July 13, 2015. 
28 “EPCRA 313 Industry Guidance: Electricity Generating Facilities,” Office of Pollution Prevention and 
Toxics, USEPA, EPA 745-B-00-004 (February 2000), p. 3-10. 
29 See, e.g., “Environmental Performance Metrics,” Duke Energy, online at https://www.duke-
energy.com/environment/reports/environmental-performance-metrics.asp; “AEP’s TRI Releases and Their 
Potential Impacts,” American Electric Power, available online at  
https://www.aep.com/environment/EmissionsAndCompliance/tri/releasesandpotentialimpact.aspx 
30 See “TRI Chemicals TWF” spreadsheet identifying toxicity weights for specific pollutants at the USEPA’s 
“Discharge Monitoring Tool (DMR) Pollutant Loading Tool, available online at 
https://cfpub.epa.gov/dmr/technical-support-documents.cfm 
31 Environmental Protection Agency, Enforcmeent and Compliance History Online database, available at: 
https://echo.epa.gov, accessed April 2016. 
32 Environmental Protection Agency, Enforcmeent and Compliance History Online database, available at: 
https://echo.epa.gov, accessed April 2016. 
33 81 Fed. Reg. 31357. 
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Appendix A- 2015 TRI Releases

		Appendix A. Releases to Surface Water and Impoundments Reported to the Toxics Release Inventory, 2015



														Arsenic				Chromium				Lead				Mercury				Selenium				Metals & Metal Compounds**

		Plant Operator		Plant Name		County/Parrish		State				Waterway(s) that received surface water releases		Released to Surface Water (lbs)		Released to Impoundment (lbs)		Released to Surface Water (lbs)		Released to Impoundment (lbs)		Released to Surface Water (lbs)		Released to Impoundment (lbs)		Released to Surface Water (lbs)		Released to Impoundment (lbs)		Released to Surface Water (lbs)		Released to Impoundment (lbs)		Released to Surface Water (lbs)		Released to Impoundment (lbs)

		Alabama Power Company		Gorgas		Walker		AL		35580LBMPW460GO		Baker's Creek, Warrior River		5		130,000		990		100,000		0.3		41,072.50				384.5						18,357		2,033,457

		Alabama Power Company		Barry		Mobile		AL		36512LBMPWUSHWY		Mobile River						590		30,000		0.3		12,553.40				138.4						15,832		1,069,692

		PowerSouth Energy Cooperative, Inc.		Charles R Lowman		Washington		AL		36548CHRLSCARSO		Tombigbee River						250		2700		146		2,220		14.2		40						1,870		124,760

		Alabama Power Company		E C Gaston		Shelby		AL		35186LBMPWHWY25		Yellowleaf Creek, Coosa River		281		9800		190		15,000		0.1		6,492				22.3						13,686		193,314

		Alabama Power Company		James H Miller Jr		Jefferson		AL		35130LBMPW4250P		Village Creek, Warrior River						27		29,000		13.7		12,334.50		0.5		141.3		206		4,300		7,150		2,829,776

		Entergy Corporation		Independence Steam Electric Station		Independence		AR		72562NRGYN555PO		White River						110				13.2				0.05								593

		Entergy Corporation		White Bluff		Jefferson		AR		72132NTRGY1100W		Arkansas River						66								0.027								4,174

		Plum Point Energy Associates, Inc.		Plum Point Energy Station		Mississippi		AR		7237WPLMPN2732A		Mississippi River						6				0.4												126

		Southwestern Electric Power Company		Flint Creek		Benton		AR		72734FLNTC21797		Little Flint Creek										5		708				8						7,895		185,216

		Southwestern Electric Power Company		John W Turk Jr Power Plant		Hempstead		AR		7183WJHNWT3711H		Little River										0.7												2,726

		Public Service Company of Colorado		Valmont		Boulder		CO		80302PBLCS1800N		South Boulder Creek												282.8				1.9						59		13,713

		Tri-State Generation & Transmission		Craig (CO)		Moffat		CO		81626TRSTT2201R		Johnson Gulch								0.5				1.9										2		27

		Public Service Company of Colorado		Comanche (CO)		Pueblo		CO		81006PBLCS2005L		Saint Charles River																						548

		PSEG Power Connecticut, LLC		Bridgeport Station		Fairfield		CT		06604BRDGP1ATLA		Bridgeport Harbor										1.4				0.1								1.5

		Gulf Power Company		Crist		Escambia		FL		32514GLFPW11999		Escambia River		27				687				3.4												2,287

		JEA		Northside Generating Station/St. John's River Power Park		Duval		FL		32226STJHN11201		St. John's River, Brown's Creek		24		6		168		85		76		1		1								10,644		1,960

		Tampa Electric Company		Big Bend		Hillsborough		FL		33572TMPLC13031		Tampa Bay						14				0.5				0.4								1,186

		Seminole Electric Cooperative, Inc.		Seminole (FL)		Putnam		FL		32177SMNLGUSHWY		St. John's River		8				8								1.1								7,502

		Tampa Electric Company		Polk		Polk		FL		33860TMPLC9995S		Little Payne Creek										1				0.3								251		5

		Duke Energy Florida, Inc./LLC		Crystal River		Citrus		FL		34428FLRDP15760		Gulf of Mexico				560				830				590				15				360		910		12,961

		Georgia Power Company		Wansley		Heard		GA		30170WNSLYGEORG		Chattahoochee River						1,800		60,000				32,149.50				218.4						7,880		585,368

		Georgia Power Company		Scherer		Monroe		GA		31046SCHRR10986		Ocmulgee River						140		19,000				8,109.90				153.7						22,340		2,022,364

		Georgia Power Company		Bowen		Bartow		GA		30120BWNST317CO		Etowah River				3400				25,000				7,710.20		3		60.1		370		940		18,844		271,310

		Georgia Power Company		Hammond		Floyd		GA		30129HMMND5963A		Coosa River												11,893.60				95.6						640		208,989

		Muscatine Power and Water		Muscatine Plant #1		Muscatine		IA		52761MSCTN1700I		Mississippi River										8.8				9								455

		Interstate Power & Light Company		Burlington (IA)		Des Moines		IA		52601LLNTN4282S		Mississippi River										28.578				0.764								1,519

		Interstate Power & Light Company		Lansing		Allamakee		IA		52151LNSNG2320P		Unnamed waterbody										5.16				0.69								1,482

		Interstate Power & Light Company		Prairie Creek		Linn		IA		52404PRRCR3300C		Unnamed waterbody										0.3				0.03								69

		Interstate Power & Light Company		Ottumwa		Wapello		IA		52501TTMWG20775		Des Moines River										169.7				0.011								1,471

		MidAmerican Energy Company		Louisa		Louisa		IA		52761LSGNR86021		Mississippi River										1		314				47						150		95,384

		MidAmerican Energy Company		Walter Scott Jr Energy Center		Pottawattamie		IA		51501CNCLB2115N		NA								828				2,318				1								122,166

		MidAmerican Energy Company		George Neal North		Woodbury		IA		51101GRGNL11512		Missouri River												425				8						2,668		144,005

		City of Springfield, IL		Dallman		Sangamon		IL		62707CTYWT3100S		Sugar Creek, Lake Springfield						66		14,400		77		3,060				45						5,624		156,305

		Midwest Generation EME, LLC		Powerton		Tazewell		IL		61554NCRNC13082		Illinois River						34				25.8				1.7								3,993

		Kincaid Energy Services Company, LLC, Kincaid Generation, LLC		Kincaid Generation LLC		Christian		IL		62540KNCDG4MILE		Lake Sangchris						14								0.1								90,706

		Dynegy Midwest Generation Inc.		Baldwin Energy Complex		Randolph		IL		62217LLNSP1901B		Kaskaskia River								15,187				10,652.10		33.8		143.9						552		1,472,934

		Prairie State Generating Company LLC		Prairie State Generating Station		Washington		IL		6225WPRRST1739N		Kaskaskia River										36.7				0.1								37

		Midwest Generation LLC		Waukegan		Lake		IL		60087WKGNG10GRE		Lake Michigan										0.9												683

		Electric Energy, Inc.		Joppa		Massac		IL		62953LCTRC2100P		Ohio River												9764.5				156.4						3,858		1,195,008

		Illinois Power Resources Generating, LLC		E D Edwards		Peoria		IL		61607DDWRD7800S		Illinois River												5,864.90				96.2						12,068		783,560

		Illinois Power Generating Company		Newton		Jasper		IL		62448MRNCR6725N		Newton Lake												3,420.50				57.4						4,461		594,417

		Dynegy Midwest Generation Inc.		Hennepin Power Station		Putnam		IL		61327LLNVCRR1		Illinois River												1,055.10				17.9						1,050		169,140

		Dynegy Midwest Generation Inc.		Havana		Mason		IL		62644HVNPWSTRTE		Illinois River												690.6				11.7						1,788		153,843

		Illinois Power Resources Generating, LLC		Duck Creek		Fulton		IL		61520CLCDC17751		Illinois River								183				55.1				0.3						1,765		3,920

		Illinois Power Generating Company		Coffeen		Montgomery		IL		62739MRNCR134CI		Coffeen Lake												49.6				0.3						4,703		3,282

		Northern Indiana Public Service Company		R M Schahfer		Jasper		IN		46392NRTHR2723E		Kankakee River		176				565																35,059

		Indianapolis Power & Light Company		AES Petersburg		Pike		IN		47567NDNPLRRTE1		White River		1,326				284		8100		281.6				1.21				4398				48,687		9,720

		Indiana Michigan Power Company		Rockport		Spencer		IN		47635RCKPR2791N		Honey Creek, Ohio River		154		1545		99		14,900		30.1		3,004		0.1		93						12,957		517,402

		Indiana Kentucky Electric Corp		Clifty Creek		Jefferson		IN		47250CLFTY1335C		Ohio River		250		47		49.1				154.6		160		18.6								6,603		8,729

		Duke Energy Corporation, Duke Energy Indiana, Inc.		Cayuga (IN)		Vermillion		IN		47928PSCYG3300N		Wabash River		98		4100		19		16,000				5,500				73						673		201,773

		Hoosier Energy REC, Inc.		Merom		Sullivan		IN		47882MRMGNHWY54		Unnamed water body						1.6																17

		Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company		F B Culley		Warrick		IN		47630SGCFB3711D		Ohio River						1		7200		5.3		945				12.6						1,035		42,858

		Duke Energy Indiana, Inc.		Edwardsport IGCC		Knox		IN		47528PSDWR15400		White River																		8.4				8.4

		Northern Indiana Public Service Company		Bailly		Porter		IN		46304NRTHR246BA		Lake Michigan																						13,934

		Northern Indiana Public Service Company		Michigan City		La Porte		IN		46360NRTHRWABAS		Lake Michigan																						2,909

		Westar Energy, Inc.		Jeffrey Energy Center		Pottawatomie		KS		66536JFFRY25905		Kansas River						50		3700		15.1		1,097.90				3.7						1,602		372,865

		Kansas City Power & Light Company		La Cygne		Linn		KS		66040LCYGNRR1BO		La Cygnes Lake						0.8																22

		Westar Energy, Inc.		Lawrence Energy Center		Douglas		KS		66044LWRNC1250N		Kansas River														0.1								416

		Westar Energy, Inc.		Tecumseh Energy Center		Shawnee		KS		66542TCMSH2NDDU		Tecumseh Creek, Kansas River																						499

		Owensboro Municipal Utilities		Elmer Smith		Daviess		KY		42303LMRSM4301U		Blue Lake		530		114		4,590		3436		1,112		701		2		2						66,501		41,998

		Kentucky Utilities Company		Ghent		Carroll		KY		41045KNTCKUS42P		Ohio River		736		963		1,319		25,364				2,662		60.2		6.8		9922				28,028		343,375

		LGE and KU Energy LLC		Trimble County		Trimble		KY		40006LSVLL487CO		Ohio River				31,889		89		57,315				41,311.80		4.1		468.2						2,276		1,051,830

		LGE and KU Energy LLC		Mill Creek (KY)		Jefferson		KY		40272LSVLL14660		Ohio River		122		2506		66		19,300				3,681.50		17.5		105.5						10,123		256,512

		East Kentucky Power Cooperative		H L Spurlock		Mason		KY		41056SPRLCRTE8		Ohio River, Lawrence Creek		92.6		91		28.2		3000		0.33		230		0.14		8.6						233		69,360

		LGE and KU Energy LLC		E W Brown		Mercer		KY		40310KNTCKCURDS		Herrington Lake		20		20,130		4		30,559		2.2		25,620.50		0.1		128.5						9,138		443,367

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Paradise		Muhlenberg		KY		42337STVPR13246		Jacobs Creek				96,000				87,000				120,000				340		2500		9,600		31,510		1,521,940

		Duke Energy Corporation, Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc.		East Bend		Boone		KY		41091CGGSTRT338		Ohio River				480				7900				1,500				12						1,222		106,692

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Shawnee		Mccracken		KY		42086STVSH7900M		Ohio River								3900				1,100				14						6,069		397,414

		Big Rivers Electric Corporation		HMP&L Station Two Henderson, RD Green, Reid		Henderson		KY		42452RDGRN9000H		NA				114				7120				186				8.8								31,579

		Cleco Power LLC		Brame Energy Center		Rapides		LA		71447CLCCR275RO		Lake Rodemacher						57		3073		28.4		686.5		1.4		47.4						2,934		257,660

		Cleco Power LLC		Dolet Hills		De Soto		LA		71052CLCCR963PO		Red River, Mundy Bayou						48		2998		7.4		995.4		1.8		14.2						11,079		294,237

		Louisiana Generating, LLC		Big Cajun 2		Pointe Coupee		LA		70760BGCJN9951C		Mississippi River						6		9932		0.8		6,145.40		0.1		189.1						2,046		955,334

		Entergy Corporation		R S Nelson		Calcasieu		LA		70669NTRGY3500H		Houston River										11												3,417

		GenOn Mid-Atlantic, LLC		Morgantown Generating Plant		Charles		MD		20664MRGNT12620		Potomac River		703				4				30.9				1.9								2,752

		AES Corporation		Warrior Run Cogeneration Facility		Allegany		MD		21502SWRRR11600		North Branch Potomac River						0.15																231

		Raven Power Holdings, LLC		Brandon Shores, HA Wagner		Anne Arundel		MD		21226BRNDN1000B		Patapsco River		2								1.9				1.1								133

		GenOn Chalk Point, LLC		Chalk Point		Prince Georges		MD		20608CHLKP25100		Patuxent River										1.3				0.1								17

		C.P. Crane LLC		C P Crane		Baltimore		MD		21220CPCRN1001C		Seneca Creek																						7

		Consumers Energy Company		J H Campbell		Ottawa		MI		49460JHCMP17000		Lake Michigan, Pigeon lake						1,398																17,158

		Detroit Edison Company		Monroe (MI)		Monroe		MI		48161DTRTD3500E		Lake Erie		1,800		14,000		1,100		35,000		51.11		21,696.90		27.51		415.1		3200		9,400		24,387		2,443,512

		Lansing Board of Water and Light		Eckert Station		Ingham		MI		48901LNSNG601IS		Grand River														0.15								635

		Detroit Edison Company		Trenton Channel		Wayne		MI		48183DTRTD4695W		Trenton Channel														0.01								2,700

		Wisconsin Electric Power Company		Presque Isle		Marquette		MI		49855PRSQS2701L		Lake Superior										55												1,410

		Detroit Edison Company		River Rouge		Wayne		MI		48218DTRTD1BELA		Detroit River										0.13												150

		Consumers Energy Company		DE Karn/JC Weadock		Bay		MI		48732DKRNJNWEAD		Saginaw Bay												2,071.70				1.4						3,260		376,842

		Lansing Board of Water and Light		Erickson Station		Ingham		MI		48917LNSNG3725S		Grand River																						121

		Minnesota Power, Inc.		Clay Boswell		Itasca		MN		55721BSWLL1200N		Unnamed water body						31		73,521		96		19,849		0.019		256						6,923		2,877,994

		Minnesota Power, Inc.		Taconite Harbor Energy Center		Cook		MN		55613TCNTH8124W		Lake Superior										0.1116		0.040851		0.000112		0.01797						3		1

		Northern States Power (Xcel Energy)		Sherburne County		Sherburne		MN		55308NRTHR13999		NA								37,400				28,370				387.4								3,839,357

		Northern States Power (Xcel Energy)		Allen S King		Washington		MN		55003SKNGG1103K		St. Croix River																						128

		Union Electric Company		Rush Island		Jefferson		MO		63028RSHSL100BI		Mississippi River						1		20,884				10,571.70				307.9						98		2,259,406

		Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.		New Madrid		New Madrid		MO		63869NWMDRSTJUD		Mississippi River										1		9,000		3		111						4,043		1,429,111

		City of Columbia		Columbia (MO)		Boone		MO		65205CLMBM1501B		Unnamed water body										2.57		352.28										3		352

		City of Springfield, MO		John Twitty Energy Center		Greene		MO		65619STHWSWALNU		Wilsons Creek										2												183

		Union Electric Company		Sioux		St Charles		MO		63386SXPWR8501N		Mississippi River								22,175				18,250.90				216.4						11		1,180,271

		Union Electric Company		Labadie		Franklin		MO		63055LBDPWNO10L		Missouri River								13,003				7,932.20				130.6						12		1,404,945

		Union Electric Company		Meramec		St Louis (City)		MO		63129MRMCP8200F		Mississippi River												1,460.60				14.4						17		332,172

		Sikeston Bd. of Municipal Utilities		Sikeston Power Station		Scott		MO		63801SKSTN1551W		NA												449				15								70,464

		Kansas City Power & Light Company		Hawthorn		Jackson		MO		64120HWTHR8700H		Missouri River																						0.4

		Kansas City Power & Light Company		Sibley		Jackson		MO		64088SBLYG3200E		Missouri River																						2

		Kansas City Power & Light Company		Montrose		Henry		MO		64735MNTRS400SA		Montrose Lake																						0.2

		Mississippi Power Company		Victor J Daniel Jr		Jackson		MS		39552MSSSSHWY63		NA																								2,422

		Duke Energy Progress, Inc., Duke Energy Progress, LLC		Asheville		Buncombe		NC		28704SHVLL200CP		French Broad River, Powell Creek						130		16,000		45.1		8,800		51.4		100						50,566		177,900

		Duke Energy Progress, Inc., Duke Energy Progress, LLC		Roxboro		Person		NC		27343RXBRS1700D		Hyco Lake		340		260		120		790		260		300		11				420				12,731		6,050

		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		James E. Rogers Energy Complex		Rutherford		NC		28024DKNRGDUKEP		Broad River, Suck Creek		830		1500		61		5300		1.9		2,400		3.1		24						5,270		69,024

		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		Marshall (NC)		Catawba		NC		28682DKNRG8320E		Catawba River		510		5600		39		11,000		97		5,800		43		23						34,105		133,423

		Duke Energy Progress, Inc/LLC		Mayo		Person		NC		27573MYLCT10660		Mayo Reservoir		73				17		23		6.4		16				0.2						3,321		75

		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		Belews Creek		Stokes		NC		27052DKNRGPINEH		Belews Lake, Dan River		191		860		7		8500		6.9		1,700				16		187		160		12,928		110,436

		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		G G Allen		Gaston		NC		28012DKNRG253PL		Catawba River, South Fork Catawba River						5		3100		0.8		590		0.9		4						10,096		38,594

		Basin Electric Power Cooperative		Leland Olds		Mercer		ND		58571LLNDL3901H		Missouri River		74				229				27.5				1.67								7,216

		Minnkota Power Cooperative, Inc.		Milton R Young		Oliver		ND		58530MLTNR34012		Nelson Lake		0.19		417		1.89		147		0.23		23,599		0.01		0.62						32		37,960

		Great River Energy		Stanton		Mercer		ND		58571GRTRV4001H		Missouri River												310				1.9						560		63,312

		Nebraska Municipal Energy Agency		Whelan Energy Center		Adams		NE		68901WHLNNEHWY6		West Fork Big Blue River						364.8				29.05				0.61								1,562

		Omaha Public Power District		Nebraska City		Otoe		NE		68410MHPBLRR3		Missouri River						3				16												115

		Public Service of New Hampshire		Merrimack		Merrimack		NH		03304PBLCS97RIV		Merrimack River										4.1												55

		Arizona Public Service Company		Four Corners		San Juan		NM		87416FRCRNCOUNT		Morgan Lake						15		1109		4.1		285.5				2.1		45		157		1,465		14,199

		Public Service Company of New Mexico		San Juan		San Juan		NM		87421SNJNGCOUNT		NA																20.9				1,370				21,403

		Somerset Operating Company, LLC		Somerset Operating Co LLC		Niagara		NY		14012SSMRS7725L		Lake Ontario		19.98				7.45				7.45				0.002								746

		Cayuga Operating Company, LLC		Cayuga (NY)		Tompkins		NY		14882SCYGL228MI		Cayuga Lake										29.84				0.002								523

		FirstEnergy Generation Corporation		FirstEnergy W H Sammis		Jefferson		OH		43961FRSTNSTATE		Ohio River		41.45				359.5				0.207				0.337				21.03				5,673

		Dayton Power and Light Company		J M Stuart		Adams		OH		45144DYTNP745US		Ohio River, Threemile Creek		80		72,059		222		123,489		64		65,875		1		381		326		13,348		12,213		1,830,560

		Cardinal Operating Company		Cardinal		Jefferson		OH		43913CRDNL306CO		Blockhouse Hollow Run, Ohio River		790		58,000		180		91,000		0.2		48,346				782		940		16,000		3,107		1,300,128

		Duke Energy Miami Fort, LLC, Dynegy Miami Fort, LLC		Miami Fort		Hamilton		OH		45202CGMMF10800		Ohio River		430				150		30		490				0.4		0.3						6,400		5,561

		AEP Generation Resources, Inc.		General James M Gavin		Gallia		OH		45620MRCNL7397N		Kyger Creek, Stingy Run, Turkey Run, Ohio River		80		1300		127		21,000		35.2		4,052		0.2		47		14		740		4,135		321,639

		Dayton Power and Light Company		Killen Station		Adams		OH		45144DYTNP14869		Ohio River		1,231		25,108		85		44,884		10		24,086		0.31		65						2,414		658,836

		Ohio Valley Electric Corporation		Kyger Creek		Gallia		OH		45631HVLLY5758O		Ohio River, Kyger Creek		31.5		1561.3				2569.3						50.2		10						4,668		70,351

		AEP Generation Resources, Inc.		Conesville		Coshocton		OH		43811MRCNL47201		Muskingum River		690		5000				10,000				4,486		5.4		87						1,182		151,973

		Duke Energy Zimmer, LLC		W H Zimmer		Clermont		OH		45153CNCNN1781U		Ohio River		60								1.9				0.4								6,852

		Grand River Dam Authority		GREC		Mayes		OK		74337GRNDR3MIEO		Neosho River						76				38												266

		Public Service Company of Oklahoma		Northeastern		Rogers		OK		18237NRTHSRTE30		Verdigris River						50		6700		43.5		1,336		0.2		2						3,487		418,938

		AES Shady Point, LLC		Shady Point*		Le Flore		OK		74951SSHDY3MILE		NA				34,629				19,591				461				367								421,431

		Western Farmers Electric Coop., Inc.		Hugo		Choctaw		OK		74735WSTRNHWY70		NA												389.5				12.3								230,332

		Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company		Sooner		Noble		OK		74651SNRGNHWY15		Sooner Lake												0.0102				0.0001						1,823		3

		Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company		Muskogee		Muskogee		OK		74434MSKGG5501T		Arkansas River																						6,705		23

		GenOn Northeast Management Company		Conemaugh		Indiana		PA		15944CNMGHRTE20		Conemaugh River		667				118				78.2				2.7				160				41,208

		GenOn Northeast Management Company		Keystone		Armstrong		PA		15774KYSTNRTE21		Plum Creek, Allegheny River, Crooked Creek		346				116				26.5				0.6				403				27,541

		FirstEnergy Generation Corporation		Bruce Mansfield*		Beaver		PA		15077FRSTNOFFRT		Ohio River				65,270		91.4		102,800		57.3		57,900		0.337		358		55.1		17,950		14,941		1,530,799

		NRG Homer City Services LLC		Homer City Generating Station		Indiana		PA		15748MHMRC1750P		Two Lick Creek (and trubutary), Blacklick Creek (and tributary)		10				55				8.9								62				85,710

		NRG Wholesale Generation LP		Seward (PA)		Indiana		PA		15944SWRDS595PL		Conemaugh River		3				1				1												718

		NRG Power Midwest LP		Cheswick Power Plant		Allegheny		PA		15024CHSWCPITTS		Allegheny River										386.8				1								908

		PPL Generation, LLC, Talen Generation, LLC		Brunner Island		York		PA		17370BRNNRWAGOR		NA				5				20																247

		PPL Generation, LLC, Talen Generation, LLC		Montour		Montour		PA		17821MNTRS18MCM		NA				5																				517

		Santee Cooper		Cross		Berkeley		SC		29436CRSSG553CR		Diversion Canal		612		9825		67		15,517		26.8		9,534.60		1.8		66		3892				83,407		203,549

		Santee Cooper		Winyah		Georgetown		SC		29440WNYHG661ST		North Santee River		430		13,000		40		23,000		16		12,120.30		0.1		112.2						8,480		318,233

		South Carolina Generating Company		Williams		Berkeley		SC		29445WLLMS2242B		Cooper River														28.3								65,572

		South Carolina Electric & Gas Company		Wateree		Richland		SC		29044STHCR142WA		Wateree River		317		1190				1884				1,074.80		0.2		13.9						3,016		26,856

		South Carolina Electric & Gas Company		Cope		Orangeburg		SC		29038STHCR405TE		South Edisto River																						797

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Kingston		Roane		TN		37763STVKNSWANP		Clinch River		870				500		5600				790				31						24,300		156,221

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Cumberland (TN)		Stewart		TN		37050STVCM815CU		Cumberland River		170		1400		97		28,000				2,800		120		26		6000				31,563		402,626

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Bull Run		Anderson		TN		37716STVBL1265E		Clinch RIver						49				26												5,515

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Gallatin (TN)		Sumner		TN		37066STVGL1499S		Cumberland River										93		12,000		0.7		95						7,814		1,367,095

		Southwestern Electric Power Company		Pirkey		Harrison		TX		75650HWPRK2400F		Brady Branch Reservoir		1,800		1800		250		12,000		247.9		5,559		2.5		208		723		190		253,328		397,857

		Southwestern Electric Power Company		Welsh		Camp		TX		75686WLSHPFM173		Welsh Reservoir						60		7300		6		1,510		0.06								20,319		406,810

		NAES Corporation		Twin Oaks Power One		Robertson		TX		76629TXSNWHWY6		Unnamed tributary of Bee Branch						37.65		25,074		5.77		6,211.65		1.95		487.45		36.98		9,227.41		2,510		637,832

		Luminant Generation Company LLC		Big Brown		Freestone		TX		75840BGBRW11MIE		Fairfield Lake		1				2				0.4												14

		Sandy Creek Services, LLC		Sandy Creek Energy Station		Mclennan		TX		7668WSNDYC2161R		Brazos River						1.4																23

		Luminant Generation Company LLC		Martin Lake		Rusk		TX		75691MRTNL8850F		Caney Creek Tributary		1				1				0.003								1				10

		Luminant Generation Company LLC		Monticello		Titus		TX		75455MNTCLOFFFM		Monticello Reservoir						1								0.002								6

		Coleto Creek Power, LP		Coleto Creek		Goliad		TX		77960CLTCRFMRD2		Coleto Creek Cooling Pond												1,045				20.3						1		140,465

		Public Service Company of Oklahoma		Oklaunion		Wilbarger		TX		76384KLNNP12567		NA												552								130959

		Lower Colorado River Authority		Fayette Power Project		Fayette		TX		78945LCRFY6549P		Coal Pile Run, CBL Run, Lake Fayette, Cedar Creek																						5,438		8,078

		Dominion Generation		Clover		Halifax		VA		24534CLVRPRTE92		Staunton River		74				21				11.6				1								4,146

		Dominion Generation		Chesterfield		Chesterfield		VA		23836CHSTR500CO		James River		47		43,000		2		73,000		45.8		39,324.60		0.1		486.8						1,975		1,099,811

		TransAlta		Transalta Centralia Generation		Lewis		WA		98531CNTRL913BI		Hanaford Creek						17.07		271.17		3.59		106.9		0.73		43.69						1,795		3,548

		Wisconsin Electric Power Company		South Oak Creek & Elm Road Generating Station		Milwaukee		WI		53154KCRKP4801E		Lake Michigan						270																3,860

		Wisconsin Electric Power Company		Pleasant Prairie		Kenosha		WI		53142PLSNT80009		Lake Michigan						5				15												626

		Wisconsin Public Service Corporation		Weston		Marathon		WI		54474WSTNP2501M		Wisconsin River										6				0.3								1,285

		Wisconsin Power & Light Company		Edgewater		Sheboygan		WI		53082DGWTR3739L		Lake Michigan										24.62				0.05								4,271

		Dairyland Power Coop.		JP Madgett Generating Station		Buffalo		WI		54610DRYLN500OL		Mississippi River												0.025		0.0002		0.006						27		21

		Wisconsin Public Service Corporation		Pulliam		Brown		WI		54303PLLMP1530N		Fox River										0.1												13

		Dairyland Power Cooperative		Genoa		Vernon		WI		54632DRYLNS4651		Mississippi River										0.065		0.093				0.006						0.67		68

		Monongahela Power Company		FirstEnergy Fort Martin Power Station		Monongalia		WV		26541FRTMRRTE53		Monongahela River		83				8.8								0.32				440				14,358

		Kentucky Power Company		Kammer/Mitchell (WV)		Marshall		WV		26041KMMRPRTE2		Ohio River		560		39,000		6		58,000		387.3		31,851		28.1		477						9,085		839,328

		Edison Mission Operation & Maintenance		Grant Town Power Plant		Marion		WV		26574MRCNBRTE17		Paw Paw Creek		1				2				2.92				0.018								249

		Appalachian Power Company		John E Amos		Putnam		WV		25213JHNMS1530W		Kanawha River, Bills Creek		121		1				2		0.8		1		1.8				542				51,554		23

		Allegheny Energy		FirstEnergy Harrison Power Station		Harrison		WV		26366HRRSNRTE20		West Fork River		110																57				1,904

		Appalachian Power Company		Mountaineer		Mason		WV		25265MNTNRRTE33		Ohio River		28																28				639

		Dominion Generation		Mount Storm*		Grant		WV		26739MTSTRHC76B		Stony River		2												0.1				1				40		1,200

		Allegheny Energy		FirstEnergy Pleasants Power Station		Pleasants		WV		26134PLSNTNO1PO		Ohio River		4.5		830				1500				757				16.8						20.7		21,614

		Pacificorp Energy Generation		Dave Johnston		Converse		WY		82637PCFCR1591T		North Platte River						723		291				100.8				3.1						6,371		12,829

		Pacificorp Energy Generation		Naughton		Lincoln		WY		83101NGHTN5MISO		North Fork Little Muddy Creek						143		20,570				8,282.40				53						903		890,735





		* Released to "off-site" impoundment only.

		** As defined by the Toxics Release Inventory. A list of metals and metal compounds can be found at: https://iaspub.epa.gov/triexplorer/tri_text.list_chemical_metals





Appendix C- Coal Plant List

		Appendix C. Coal Plant List

		Plant Operator		Plant Name		County		State		Plant ID (Clean Air Markets)		2015 Avg. Gross Generation from Coal◊  (MW or 1000 lb steam)		CWA 
Permit 
ID		Permit 
Expiration 
Date		Retirement Scheduled after 2018		Monitored for Arsenic* 		Monitored for Mercury* 		Monitored for Selenium* 		Plant Used Wet Scrubber to Control Sulfur Dioxide Emissions in 2015		Plant Monitored Scrubber Wastewater for Selenium, Arsenic, Mercury, or Nitrates in 2015

		Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company		A B Brown		Posey		IN		6137		314.6		IN0052191		9/30/16		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		No		No

		Indianapolis Power & Light Company		AES Petersburg		Pike		IN		994		1,127.5		IN0002887		9/30/17		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Northern States Power (Xcel Energy)		Allen S King		Washington		MN		1915		380.1		MN0000825		1/31/10		No		No		Yes		No		No		No

		Empire District Electric Company		Asbury		Jasper		MO		2076		136.8		MO0095362		12/1/10		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Duke Energy Progress, Inc., Duke Energy Progress, LLC		Asheville		Buncombe		NC		2706		186.0		NC0000396		12/31/10		Yes		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		No

		NRG Power Midwest LP		Avon Lake		Lorain		OH		2836		326.5		OH0001112		7/31/15		No		No		Yes*		No		No		No

		Northern Indiana Public Service Company		Bailly		Porter		IN		995		203.5		IN0000132		7/31/17		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Dynegy Midwest Generation Inc.		Baldwin Energy Complex		Randolph		IL		889		1,274.6		IL0000043		12/31/19		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes		No		No

		Alabama Power Company		Barry		Mobile		AL		3		565.4		AL0002879		10/31/13		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		Belews Creek		Stokes		NC		8042		1,516.2		NC0024406		2/28/17		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Detroit Edison Company		Belle River		Saint Clair		MI		6034		906.3		MI0038172		10/1/13		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Tampa Electric Company		Big Bend		Hillsborough		FL		645		1,000.5		FL0000817		12/29/16		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

		Luminant Generation Company LLC		Big Brown		Freestone		TX		3497		932.1		TX0030180		2/1/12		No		No		No		Yes		No		No

		Louisiana Generating, LLC		Big Cajun 2		Pointe Coupee		LA		6055		871.0		LA0054135		10/31/19		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Georgia Power Company		Bowen		Bartow		GA		703		1,584.9		GA0001449		6/30/12		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Cleco Power LLC		Brame Energy Center		Rapides		LA		6190		748.7		LA0008036		9/30/19		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Raven Power Holdings, LLC		Brandon Shores, HA Wagner		Anne Arundel		MD		602, 1554		799.3		MD0001503		4/30/14		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes (Brandon Shores)		Yes

		PSEG Power Connecticut, LLC		Bridgeport Station		Fairfield		CT		568		74.7		CT0003778		3/17/04		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		FirstEnergy Generation Corporation		Bruce Mansfield		Beaver		PA		6094		1,712.5		PA0027481		11/30/11		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		PPL Generation, LLC, Talen Generation, LLC		Brunner Island		York		PA		3140		610.4		PA0008281		9/30/11		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		No

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Bull Run		Anderson		TN		3396		305.0		TN0005410		11/1/13		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		No

		Interstate Power & Light Company		Burlington (IA)		Des Moines		IA		1104		133.4		IA0001783		4/30/20		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		City of Lakeland - Lakeland Electric		C D McIntosh Jr		Polk		FL		676		173.8		FL0026301		12/5/20		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		C.P. Crane LLC		C P Crane		Baltimore		MD		1552		50.4		MD0001511		6/30/15		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Cardinal Operating Company		Cardinal		Jefferson		OH		2828		1,085.9		OH0012581		7/31/17		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Duke Energy Corporation, Duke Energy Indiana, Inc.		Cayuga (IN)		Vermillion		IN		1001		633.0		IN0002763		2/28/18		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Cayuga Operating Company, LLC		Cayuga (NY)		Tompkins		NY		2535		68.8		NY0001333		12/31/14		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

		GenOn Chalk Point, LLC		Chalk Point LLC		Prince George's		MD		1571		173.7		MD0002658		6/30/14		Yes		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		PowerSouth Energy Cooperative, Inc.		Charles R Lowman		Washington		AL		56		214.3		AL0003671		2/28/10		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Dominion Generation		Chesterfield		Chesterfield		VA		3797		796.4		VA0004146		12/9/09		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		NRG Power Midwest LP		Cheswick Power Plant		Allegheny		PA		8226		245.5		PA0001627		8/31/12		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Minnesota Power, Inc.		Clay Boswell		Itasca		MN		1893		863.7		MN0001007		2/29/12		No		Yes		Yes*		No		Yes		No

		Indiana Kentucky Electric Corp		Clifty Creek		Jefferson		IN		983		658.5		IN0001759		1/31/17		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Dominion Generation		Clover		Halifax		VA		7213		672.6		VA0083097		1/12/16		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Illinois Power Generating Company		Coffeen		Montgomery		IL		861		569.4		IL0000108		1/31/13		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Coleto Creek Power, LP		Coleto Creek		Goliad		TX		6178		387.6		TX0070068		2/1/10		No		No		No		No		No		No

		P P & L Montana, LLC, Talen Montana, LLC		Colstrip		Rosebud		MT		6076		1,859.4		MTR000058		1/31/18		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		City of Columbia		Columbia (MO)		Boone		MO		2123		26.4		MO0004979		7/5/17		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Public Service Company of Colorado		Comanche (CO)		Pueblo		CO		470		1,074.5		CO0000612		10/31/13		No		Yes		Yes		Yes*		No		No

		GenOn Northeast Management Company		Conemaugh		Indiana		PA		3118		1,365.2		PA0005011		12/27/06		No		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		AEP Generation Resources, Inc.		Conesville		Coshocton		OH		2840		644.3		OH0005371		7/31/17		No		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		East Kentucky Power Cooperative		Cooper		Pulaski		KY		1384		97.6		KY0003611		10/31/13		No		No		No		No		No		No

		South Carolina Electric & Gas Company		Cope		Orangeburg		SC		7210		266.7		SC0045772		9/30/14		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Tri-State Generation & Transmission		Craig (CO)		Moffat		CO		6021		991.6		COR900399		6/30/17		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Gulf Power Company		Crist		Escambia		FL		641		327.5		FL0002275		1/27/16		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No

		Santee Cooper		Cross		Berkeley		SC		130		1,093.1		SC0037401		8/31/10		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Duke Energy Florida, Inc./LLC		Crystal River		Citrus		FL		628		1,223.7		FL0036366		7/17/16		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Cumberland (TN)		Stewart		TN		3399		1,755.5		TN0005789		5/31/10		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No

		Big Rivers Electric Corporation		D B Wilson		Ohio		KY		6823		394.7		KY0054836		6/30/20		No		Yes		Yes		Yes*		Yes		No

		City of Springfield, IL		Dallman		Sangamon		IL		963		258.3		IL0024767		12/31/06		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Pacificorp Energy Generation		Dave Johnston		Converse		WY		4158		641.3		WY0003115		11/30/19		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Consumers Energy Company		DE Karn		Bay		MI		1702		252.5		MI0001678		10/1/16		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Cleco Power LLC		Dolet Hills		De Soto		LA		51		529.3		LA0062600		10/28/17		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Illinois Power Resources Generating, LLC		Duck Creek		Fulton		IL		6016		269.8		IL0055620		9/30/18		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes		No

		Alabama Power Company		E C Gaston		Shelby		AL		26		814.4		AL0003140		6/30/12		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No

		Illinois Power Resources Generating, LLC		E D Edwards		Peoria		IL		856		362.3		IL0001970		4/30/20		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes		No		No

		LGE and KU Energy LLC		E W Brown		Mercer		KY		1355		265.7		KY0002020		2/28/15		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Duke Energy Corporation, Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc.		East Bend		Boone		KY		6018		503.6		KY0040444		10/31/19		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No

		Lansing Board of Water and Light		Eckert Station		Ingham		MI		1831		62.7		MI0004464		10/1/12		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No

		Wisconsin Power & Light Company		Edgewater		Sheboygan		WI		4050		476.4		WI0001589		6/30/18		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No

		Duke Energy Indiana, Inc.		Edwardsport IGCC		Knox		IN		1004		313.0		IN0002780		3/31/21		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		No		No

		Owensboro Municipal Utilities		Elmer Smith		Daviess		KY		1374		294.7		KY0001295		3/31/05		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Lansing Board of Water and Light		Erickson Station		Ingham		MI		1832		109.0		MI0005428		10/1/17		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company		F B Culley		Warrick		IN		1012		175.8		IN0002259		11/30/16		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Lower Colorado River Authority		Fayette Power Project		Fayette		TX		6179		1,067.8		TX0073121		12/1/19		No		No		No		Yes*		Yes		No

		Monongahela Power Company		FirstEnergy Fort Martin Power Station		Monongalia		WV		3943		903.7		WV0004731		6/30/14		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		No

		Allegheny Energy		FirstEnergy Harrison Power Station		Harrison		WV		3944		1,411.4		WV0005339		6/30/15		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		No

		Allegheny Energy		FirstEnergy Pleasants Power Station		Pleasants		WV		6004		889.2		WV0023248, WV0079171		12/13/2012, 5/6/2020		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		Yes		No

		FirstEnergy Generation Corporation		FirstEnergy W H Sammis		Jefferson		OH		2866		1,125.0		OH0011525		3/31/19		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes		Yes

		Southwestern Electric Power Company		Flint Creek		Benton		AR		6138		370.4		AR0037842		12/31/17		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Arizona Public Service Company		Four Corners		San Juan		NN		2442		1,233.2		NN0000019		4/6/06		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		G G Allen		Gaston		NC		2718		214.3		NC0004979		5/31/15		No		No		No		Yes*		Yes		No

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Gallatin (TN)		Sumner		TN		3403		482.7		TN0005428		5/31/17		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		No		No

		AEP Generation Resources, Inc.		General James M Gavin		Gallia		OH		8102		1,746.1		OH0028762		5/31/19		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		No

		Dairyland Power Cooperative		Genoa		Vernon		WI		4143		167.3		WI0003239		12/31/20		No		No		Yes*		No		No		No

		MidAmerican Energy Company		George Neal North		Woodbury		IA		1091		315.6		IA0004103		11/30/16		No		No		No		No		No		No

		MidAmerican Energy Company		George Neal South		Woodbury		IA		7343		524.9		IA0061859		3/30/14		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Nebraska Public Power District		Gerald Gentleman		Lincoln		NE		6077		1,065.2		NE0111546		9/30/16		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Kentucky Utilities Company		Ghent		Carroll		KY		1356		1,431.5		KY0002038		6/30/07		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Texas Municipal Power Agency		Gibbons Creek		Grimes		TX		6136		266.1		TX0074438		5/1/20		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No

		Alabama Power Company		Gorgas		Walker		AL		8		572.3		AL0002909		9/5/12		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No

		Edison Mission Operation & Maintenance		Grant Town Power Plant		Marion		WV		10151		607.8		WV0079235		11/5/18		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Grand River Dam Authority		GREC		Mayes		OK		165		463.9		OK0035149		12/31/14		No		No		No		No		No		No

		East Kentucky Power Cooperative		H L Spurlock		Mason		KY		6041		905.9		KY0022250		4/30/04		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Georgia Power Company		Hammond		Floyd		GA		708		151.2		GA0001457		6/30/12		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Southwestern Public Service Company		Harrington		Potter		TX		6193		709.0		TX0124575		10/1/15		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Dynegy Midwest Generation Inc.		Havana		Mason		IL		891		241.6		IL0001571		9/30/17		No		No		Yes		No		No		No

		Kansas City Power & Light Company		Hawthorn		Jackson		MO		2079		416.7		MO0004855		7/27/05		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Dynegy Midwest Generation Inc.		Hennepin Power Station		Putnam		IL		892		192.5		IL0001554		4/30/16		No		No		Yes		No		No		No

		Big Rivers Electric Corporation		HMP&L Station Two Henderson, RD Green		Henderson		KY		1382, 6639		516.6		KY0001929		11/30/09		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		NRG Homer City Services LLC		Homer City Generating Station		Indiana		PA		3122		1,115.6		PA0005037		7/31/12		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Western Farmers Electric Cooperative, Inc.		Hugo		Choctaw		OK		6772		306.5		OK0035327		5/31/13		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Kansas City Power & Light Company		Iatan		Platte		MO		6065		1,147.3		MO0082996		2/5/09		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Entergy Corporation		Independence Steam Electric Station		Independence		AR		6641		632.7		AR0037451		6/30/17		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Indian River Power, LLC		Indian River Generating Station		Sussex		DE		594		79.7		DE0050580		12/31/16		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Consumers Energy Company		J H Campbell		Ottawa		MI		1710		1,067.0		MI0001422		10/1/16		No		No		No		No		No		No

		City of San Antonio		J K Spruce		Bexar		TX		7097		544.7		TX0063681		1/25/19		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No

		Dayton Power and Light Company		J M Stuart		Adams		OH		2850		1,241.3		OH0004316		1/31/18		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes		Yes

		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		James E. Rogers Energy Complex		Rutherford		NC		2721		509.0		NC0005088		7/31/15		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		No

		Alabama Power Company		James H Miller Jr		Jefferson		AL		6002		2,170.6		AL0027146		1/31/12		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Westar Energy, Inc.		Jeffrey Energy Center		Pottawatomie		KS		6068		1,450.5		KS0080632		5/31/13		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Appalachian Power Company		John E Amos		Putnam		WV		3935		1,740.9		WV0001074		6/30/18		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		City of Springfield, MO		John Twitty Energy Center		Greene		MO		6195		237.5		MO0089940		8/12/15		No		No		No		Yes		No		No

		Southwestern Electric Power Company		John W Turk Jr Power Plant		Hempstead		AR		56564		391.5		AR0051136		10/31/16		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Electric Energy, Inc.		Joppa		Massac		IL		887		608.7		IL0004171		7/31/14		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Dairyland Power Coop.		JP Madgett Generating Station		Buffalo		WI		4271		188.0		WI0040223		12/31/10		No		No		Yes*		No		No		No

		GenOn Northeast Management Company		Keystone		Armstrong		PA		3136		1,170.7		PA0002062		3/31/13		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Dayton Power and Light Company		Killen Station		Adams		OH		6031		444.9		OH0060046		9/30/19		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

		Kincaid Energy Services Company, LLC, Kincaid Generation, LLC		Kincaid Generation LLC		Christian		IL		876		634.5		IL0002241		4/30/20		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Kingston		Roane		TN		3407		494.0		TN0080870		9/30/13		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Ohio Valley Electric Corporation		Kyger Creek		Gallia		OH		2876		475.8		OH0005282		4/30/19		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Kansas City Power & Light Company		La Cygne		Linn		KS		1241		882.3		KS0080071		3/31/19		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Union Electric Company		Labadie		Franklin		MO		2103		1,927.2		MO0004812		7/31/20		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Interstate Power & Light Company		Lansing		Allamakee		IA		1047		108.5		IA0003735		5/31/21		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Westar Energy, Inc.		Lawrence Energy Center		Douglas		KS		1250		300.4		KS0079821		8/31/19		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No

		Basin Electric Power Cooperative		Leland Olds		Mercer		ND		2817		457.5		ND0025232		12/31/16		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No

		NRG Energy, Inc		Limestone		Limestone		TX		298		1,122.2		TX0082651		12/1/18		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No

		MidAmerican Energy Company		Louisa		Louisa		IA		6664		492.4		IA0063282		3/31/17		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Southern Illinois Power Cooperative		Marion		Willimason		IL		976		223.0		IL0004316		2/29/12		No		No		Yes*		No		Yes		No

		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		Marshall (NC)		Catawba		NC		2727		933.6		NC0004987		4/30/15		No		No		No		Yes*		Yes		No

		Luminant Generation Company LLC		Martin Lake		Rusk		TX		6146		1,250.2		TX0054500		4/1/12		No		No		No		Yes*		Yes		No

		Duke Energy Progress, Inc/LLC		Mayo		Person		NC		6250		2,548.7		NC0038377		3/31/12		No		Yes*		No		Yes		Yes		No

		Union Electric Company		Meramec		St Louis (City)		MO		2104		265.6		MO0000361		5/18/05		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		Hoosier Energy REC, Inc.		Merom		Sullivan		IN		6213		637.3		IN0050296		1/31/21		No		Yes		Yes		Yes*		Yes		No

		Public Service of New Hampshire		Merrimack		Merrimack		NH		2364		98.6		NH0001465		7/31/97		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Duke Energy Miami Fort, LLC, Dynegy Miami Fort, LLC		Miami Fort		Hamilton		OH		2832		827.7		OH0009873		7/31/18		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

		Northern Indiana Public Service Company		Michigan City		La Porte		IN		997		205.9		IN0000116		3/31/21		No		No		Yes		No		No		No

		LGE and KU Energy LLC		Mill Creek (KY)		Jefferson		KY		1364		1,006.4		KY0003221		10/31/07		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Minnkota Power Cooperative, Inc.		Milton R Young		Oliver		ND		2823		617.4		ND0000370		6/30/20		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No

		Kentucky Power Company		Mitchell (WV)		Marshall		WV		3948		664.6		WV0005304		6/30/15		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		No

		Detroit Edison Company		Monroe (MI)		Monroe		MI		1733		1,984.6		MI0001848		10/1/14		No		No		Yes*		No		Yes		No

		Luminant Generation Company LLC		Monticello		Titus		TX		6147		592.8		TX0000086		2/1/10		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No

		PPL Generation, LLC, Talen Generation, LLC		Montour		Montour		PA		3149		815.7		PA0008443		1/31/13		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Kansas City Power & Light Company		Montrose		Henry		MO		2080		177.6		MO0101117		3/26/14		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		GenOn Mid-Atlantic, LLC		Morgantown Generating Plant		Charles		MD		1573		525.5		MD0002674		10/31/14		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Dominion Generation		Mount Storm		Grant		WV		3954		1,204.8		WV0005525, WV0110256, WV0077461		6/30/2018, 4/3/2019, 6/27/2016		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		Yes		No

		Appalachian Power Company		Mountaineer		Mason		WV		6264		925.9		WV0048500		6/30/13		No		Yes*		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		No

		Muscatine Power and Water		Muscatine Plant #1		Muscatine		IA		1167		136.3		IA0001082		2/28/18		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company		Muskogee		Muskogee		OK		2952		570.7		OK0034657		3/31/16		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Pacificorp Energy Generation		Naughton		Lincoln		WY		4162		605.9		WY0020311		7/31/18		No		No		No		Yes		No		No

		Kansas City Board of Public Utilities		Nearman Creek		Wyandotte		KS		6064		152.9		KS0119075		3/31/18		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Omaha Public Power District		Nebraska City		Otoe		NE		6096		1,061.9		NE0111635		12/31/20		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.		New Madrid		New Madrid		MO		2167		775.7		MO0001171		4/21/16		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Illinois Power Generating Company		Newton		Jasper		IL		6017		609.1		IL0049191		9/30/20		No		No		Yes*		No		No		No

		Omaha Public Power District		North Omaha		Douglas		NE		2291		383.4		NE0000621		12/31/20		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Public Service Company of Oklahoma		Northeastern		Rogers		OK		2963		768.1		OK0034380		2/28/21		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		JEA		Northside Generating Station		Duval		FL		667		352.7		FL0001031		5/8/17		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes*		No		No

		Tri-State Generation & Transmission		Nucla		Montrose		CO		527		52.8		CO0000540		10/31/11		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Oak Grove Management Company LLC		Oak Grove		Robertson		TX		6180		1,460.5		TX0068021		5/1/14		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Public Service Company of Oklahoma		Oklaunion		Wilbarger		TX		127		261.9		TX0087815		12/1/20		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No

		Interstate Power & Light Company		Ottumwa		Wapello		IA		6254		472.7		IA0060909		3/4/08		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Paradise		Muhlenberg		KY		1378		1,497.8		KY0004201		10/31/09		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Southwestern Electric Power Company		Pirkey		Harrison		TX		7902		560.9		TX0087726		4/1/16		No		No		No		Yes*		Yes		No

		Grand Island Utilities Dept.		Platte		Hall		NE		59		69.2		NE0113646		9/30/17		No		No		Yes		No		No		No

		Wisconsin Electric Power Company		Pleasant Prairie		Kenosha		WI		6170		837.3		WI0043583		6/30/09		No		Yes		Yes*		No		Yes		Yes

		Plum Point Energy Associates, Inc.		Plum Point Energy Station		Mississippi		AR		56456		505.1		AR0049557		4/30/18		No		No		No		Yes*		No		No

		Tampa Electric Company		Polk		Polk		FL		7242		111.2		FL0043869		3/30/19		No		Yes		No		Yes*		No		No

		Midwest Generation EME, LLC		Powerton		Tazewell		IL		879		696.0		IL0002232		5/31/20		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes		No		No

		Interstate Power & Light Company		Prairie Creek		Linn		IA		1073		467.9		IA0000540		7/31/15		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		Prairie State Generating Company LLC		Prairie State Generating Station		Washington		IL		55856		1,365.6		IL0076996		3/31/19		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes		No

		Wisconsin Electric Power Company		Presque Isle		Marquette		MI		1769		224.9		MI0006106		10/1/17		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		Wisconsin Public Service Corporation		Pulliam		Brown		WI		4072		51.4		WI0000965		6/30/18		No		No		Yes		No		No		No

		Duke Energy Corporation, Duke Energy Indiana, Inc.		R Gallagher		Floyd		IN		1008		65.6		IN0002798		9/30/20		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		No		No

		Northern Indiana Public Service Company		R M Schahfer		Jasper		IN		6085		695.6		IN0053201		9/30/20		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		Entergy Corporation		R S Nelson		Calcasieu		LA		1393		263.9/1,267.7		LA0005843		12/31/20		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Platte River Power Authority		Rawhide		Larimer		CO		6761		241.7		COR900559		6/30/17		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Choctaw Generation, LP		Red Hills Generating Facility		Choctaw		MS		55076		2,641.3		MS0053881		12/31/16		No		No		No		Yes		No		No

		Detroit Edison Company		River Rouge		Wayne		MI		1740		1,697.4		MI0001724		10/1/12		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		Indiana Michigan Power Company		Rockport		Spencer		IN		6166		1,512.4		IN0051845		11/30/20		No		Yes*		Yes		Yes*		No		No

		Duke Energy Progress, Inc., Duke Energy Progress, LLC		Roxboro		Person		NC		2712		602.8		NC0003425		3/31/12		No		Yes*		No		No		Yes		No

		Union Electric Company		Rush Island		Jefferson		MO		6155		904.5		MO0000043		9/30/09		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Public Service Company of New Mexico		San Juan		San Juan		NM		2451		1,151.8		NM0028606		3/31/16		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No

		San Miguel Electric Cooperative, Inc.		San Miguel		Atacosa		TX		6183		279.0		TX0090611		5/1/20		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Sandy Creek Services, LLC		Sandy Creek Energy Station		Mclennan		TX		56611		424.5		TX0127256		12/1/14		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Georgia Power Company		Scherer		Monroe		GA		6257		2,140.5		GA0035564		11/30/06		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Seminole Electric Cooperative, Inc.		Seminole (FL)		Putnam		FL		136		948.8		FL0036498		8/28/17		No		Yes		Yes		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		NRG Wholesale Generation LP		Seward (PA)		Indiana		PA		3130		1,504.4		PA0002054		7/18/15		No		No		No		No		No		No

		AES Shady Point, LLC		Shady Point		Le Flore		OK		10671		1,228.7		OK0040169		2/29/16		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Tennessee Valley Authority		Shawnee		Mccracken		KY		1379		771.3		KY0004219		8/31/10		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Nebraska Public Power District		Sheldon		Lancaster		NE		2277		123.9		NE0111490		9/30/16		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Northern States Power (Xcel Energy)		Sherburne County		Sherburne		MN		6090		1,501.9		MN0002186		7/31/14		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Kansas City Power & Light Company		Sibley		Jackson		MO		2094		245.6		MO0004871		11/2/05		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Sikeston Bd. of Municipal Utilities		Sikeston Power Station		Scott		MO		6768		163.2		MO0095575		12/31/17		No		Yes*		No		Yes*		No		No

		Union Electric Company		Sioux		St Charles		MO		2107		556.7		MO0000353		4/15/09		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Somerset Operating Company, LLC		Somerset Operating Co LLC		Niagara		NY		6082		75.4		NY0104213		12/31/13		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company		Sooner		Noble		OK		6095		677.6		OK0035068		7/31/18		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Wisconsin Electric Power Company		South Oak Creek & Elm Road Generating Station		Milwaukee		WI		4041, 56068		1,521.7		WI0000914		3/29/10		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Detroit Edison Company		St. Clair		Saint Clair		MI		1743		690.3		MI0001686		10/1/18		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No

		Great River Energy		Stanton		Mercer		ND		2824		800.8		ND0000299		12/31/16		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Orlando Utilities Commission		Stanton Energy Center		Orange		FL		564		525.8		FL0681661		6/23/16		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No

		Minnesota Power, Inc.		Taconite Harbor Energy Center		Cook		MN		10075		130.3		MN0002208		11/30/10		Yes		No		Yes*		No		No		No

		Westar Energy, Inc.		Tecumseh Energy Center		Shawnee		KS		1252		130.5		KS0079731		7/31/17		No		No		No		No		No		No

		TransAlta		Transalta Centralia Generation		Lewis		WA		3845		616.8		WA0001546		10/31/15		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No

		Detroit Edison Company		Trenton Channel		Wayne		MI		1745		2,167.8		MI0001791		10/1/12		Yes		No		No		No		No		No

		LGE and KU Energy LLC		Trimble County		Trimble		KY		6071		1,025.3		KY0041971		4/30/15		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		NAES Corporation		Twin Oaks Power One		Robertson		TX		7030		315.9		TX0101168		12/1/18		No		No		No		Yes		No		No

		Public Service Company of Colorado		Valmont		Boulder		CO		477		128.6		CO0001112		10/31/17		No		Yes*		Yes*		No		No		No

		Mississippi Power Company		Victor J Daniel Jr		Jackson		MS		6073		302.5		MS0024511		11/30/20		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Dominion Generation		Virginia City Hybrid Energy Center		Wise		VA		56808		2,443.8		VA0092746		8/29/18		No		No		No		No		No		No

		NRG Energy, Inc		W A Parish		Fort Bend		TX		3470		1,840.5		TX0006394		7/1/14		No		No		No		Yes*		Yes		No

		Duke Energy Zimmer, LLC		W H Zimmer		Clermont		OH		6019		750.7		OH0048836		1/31/20		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes*		Yes		Yes

		MidAmerican Energy Company		Walter Scott Jr Energy Center		Pottawattamie		IA		1082		1,172.9		IA0004308		5/13/19		No		No		No		No		No		No

		Georgia Power Company		Wansley		Heard		GA		6052		563.1		GA0026778		8/31/11		No		No		No		No		Yes		No

		Alcoa Allowance Management, Inc.		Alcoa Warrick		Warrick		IN		6705		696.7		IN0001155		7/31/18		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes

		AES Corporation		Warrior Run Cogeneration Facility		Allegany		MD		10678		132.7		MD0066079		12/31/17		No		No		No		No		No		No

		South Carolina Electric & Gas Company		Wateree		Richland		SC		3297		399.8		SC0002038		12/31/12		No		Yes*		Yes		No		Yes		No

		Midwest Generation LLC		Waukegan		Lake		IL		883		225.4		IL0002259		3/31/20		No		Yes		Yes*		Yes		No		No

		Southwestern Electric Power Company		Welsh		Camp		TX		6139		743.2		TX0063215		2/1/16		No		No		No		Yes*		No		No

		Wisconsin Public Service Corporation		Weston		Marathon		WI		4078		556.4		WI0042765		3/31/15		No		No		Yes*		No		No		No

		Nebraska Municipal Energy Agency		Whelan Energy Center		Adams		NE		60		174.5		NE0113506		9/30/17		No		No		No		Yes*		No		No

		Entergy Corporation		White Bluff		Jefferson		AR		6009		748.0		AR0036331		6/30/17		No		No		No		No		No		No

		South Carolina Generating Company		Williams		Berkeley		SC		3298		459.9		SC0003883		5/31/14		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

		Santee Cooper		Winyah		Georgetown		SC		6249		508.4		SC0022471		7/31/11		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No

		Notes:

		Data compiled by the Environmental Integrity Project in Summer 2016. 

		The following plants share discharge permits, but we consider them separate plants: HMP&L Station Two Henderson and RD Green, Brandon Shores and HA Wagner, and South Oak Creek and Elm Road Generating Station.

		Operator names, gross generation/steam load from coal (◊includes coal, waste coal, and petroleum coke), and scrubber use from Clean Air Markets Database, as of 7/14/2016.

		Permit expiration dates and monitoring information from EPA's Enforcement and Compliance History Online (ECHO) as of April 2016. "*" identifies plants that monitored concentrations and flow on a monthly basis at at least one outfall.

		Projected retirements are from Sourcewatch.org, company websites, and web searches. Sources on file with EIP.

		Scrubber outfalls identified using Clean Water Act discharge permits, permit fact sheets, and permit applications, as of May 2016.





Appendix D- Scrubber Wastewater

		Appendix D. Wet Scrubber Wastewater Outfalls

		Plant Name		Permit Number		Permit Expiration Date		Wet Scrubber Wastewater Outfall Number		Monitored for all pollutants with limits?		Met limits?		Highest Concentration Reported (2015)

														Arsenic (ug/L)				Mercury (ug/L)				Nitrate + Nitrite 
(as N) (mg/L)				Selenium (ug/L)

														Monthly Avg. 		Daily Max.		Monthly Avg.		Daily Max.		Monthly Avg.		Daily Max.		Monthly Avg.		Daily Max.

														 Limit:   8		11		0.356		0.788		4.4		17		12		23

		Alcoa Warrick		IN0001155		7/31/18		503		Yes		No		1,010		1,100		140.5		140.5		97.8		108.5		2,400		2,600

		Bailly		IN0000132		7/31/17		401		No		No		38		38				0.213						990		1,000

		Big Bend		FL0000817		12/29/16		130		Yes		No				143				3				4.16				2,620

		Brandon Shores		MD0001503		4/30/14		801		No		No		2.8		2.8		1.9		1.9						273		273

		Cardinal		OH0012581		7/31/17		601		Yes		No		5.1		6.7		0.279		0.279		10.8		10.8		345		376

		Cayuga (IN)		IN0002763		2/28/18		101		Yes		No		71.9		82				0.078		207.5		207.5		546		575

		Cayuga (NY)		NY0001333		12/31/14		01F		No		No		40		100				0.091						1,400		2,800

		Chalk Point LLC		MD0002658		6/30/14		801		Yes		No				61				2.96		0.19						670

		Cheswick Power Plant		PA0001627		8/31/12		503		No		No		9		10		0.256		0.442						180		190

		Clifty Creek		IN0001759		1/31/17		201		No		No		13.6		22.3		0.0223		0.0223						661		1,005

		Conemaugh		PA0005011		12/27/06		207		No		No						0.05		0.07						60		80

		Conesville		OH0005371		7/31/17		604		No		No						3.98		3.98						1,610		1,820

		F B Culley		IN0002259		11/30/16		301		No		No		465		477		50.2		50.2						2,500		2,640

		W H Sammis		OH0011525		3/31/19		608		Yes		No		17		17		1.51		1.66		58.5		58.5		297		488

		Homer City		PA0005037		7/31/12		27		No		No														600		1600

		IPL Petersburg		IN0002887		9/30/17		111, 112		No		No		271		380		1.445		1.67						720		1100

		J M Stuart		OH0004316		1/31/18		603		No		No		1,267		2,400		23.546		46.3								

		John E Amos		WV0001074		6/30/18		203		Yes		No		38.4		38.4		1.86		1.86		17.5		17.5		224		224

		Keystone		PA0002062		3/31/13		101		No		No		31		92		2		5						1,230		1,592

		Killen Station		OH0060046		9/30/19		603		No		No		30		30										196		196

		Kingston		TN0080870		9/30/13		01A		No		No		1.5		1.5		1.93		1.93						921		921

		Kyger Creek		OH0005282		4/30/19		602		No		No						0.377		0.377		59.3		59.3		444		444

		Miami Fort		OH0009873		7/31/18		608		Yes		No		10		10		0.345		0.345		53.2		53.2		1,350		1,350

		Morgantown		MD0002674		10/31/14		801		No		No		93		93		0.633		0.633						980		980

		Pleasant Prairie		WI0043583		6/30/09		102		No		Yes						0.00021		0.0007								

		PPL Montour		PA0008443		1/31/13		53		No		No						0.2		0.2						790		2,500

		R M Schahfer		IN0053201		9/30/20		201		Yes		No		23		24		0.0256		0.0256		0.44000002		0.47000002		2,800		3,500

		Seminole (FL)		FL0036498		8/28/17		6		No		No				5				0.78								73

		W H Zimmer		OH0048836		1/31/20		626		No		No		84.4		84.4		0.31		0.31						212		212

		Williams		SC0003883		5/31/14		6		No		No				7				142								1,190







Appendix F- Top 10 Polluters

		Appendix F: Top Ten Plants that Released Toxic Metals to Waterways, According to 2015 Toxics Release Inventory



		Arsenic

		Rank		Plant Operator		Plant Name		County		State		TRIFID		Waterway(s)		Arsenic  (lbs)

		1		Detroit Edison Company		Monroe (MI)		Monroe		MI		48161DTRTD3500E		Lake Erie		1800

		2		Southwestern Electric Power Company		Pirkey		Harrison		TX		75650HWPRK2400F		Brady Branch Reservoir		1800

		3		Indianapolis Power & Light Company		AES Petersburg		Pike		IN		47567NDNPLRRTE1		White River		1326

		4		Dayton Power and Light Company		Killen Station		Adams		OH		45144DYTNP14869		Ohio River		1231

		5		Tennessee Valley Authority		Kingston		Roane		TN		37763STVKNSWANP		Clinch River		870

		6		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		James E. Rogers Energy Complex		Rutherford		NC		28024DKNRGDUKEP		Broad River, Suck Creek		830

		7		Cardinal Operating Company		Cardinal		Jefferson		OH		43913CRDNL306CO		Blockhouse Hollow Run, Ohio River		790

		8		Kentucky Utilities Company		Ghent		Carroll		KY		41045KNTCKUS42P		Ohio River		736

		9		GenOn Mid-Atlantic, LLC		Morgantown Generating Plant		Charles		MD		20664MRGNT12620		Potomac River		703

		10		AEP Generation Resources, Inc.		Conesville		Coshocton		OH		43811MRCNL47201		Muskingum River		690



		Lead

		Rank		Plant Operator		Plant Name		County		State		TRIFID		Waterway(s)		Lead (lbs)

		1		Owensboro Municipal Utilities		Elmer Smith		Daviess		KY		42303LMRSM4301U		Blue Lake		1112

		2		Duke Energy Miami Fort, LLC, Dynegy Miami Fort, LLC		Miami Fort		Hamilton		OH		45202CGMMF10800		Ohio River		490

		3		Kentucky Power Company		Kammer/Mitchell (WV)		Marshall		WV		26041KMMRPRTE2		Ohio River		387.3

		4		NRG Power Midwest LP		Cheswick Power Plant		Allegheny		PA		15024CHSWCPITTS		Allegheny River		386.8

		5		Indianapolis Power & Light Company		AES Petersburg		Pike		IN		47567NDNPLRRTE1		White River		281.6

		6		Duke Energy Progress, Inc., Duke Energy Progress, LLC		Roxboro		Person		NC		27343RXBRS1700D		Hyco Lake		260

		7		Southwestern Electric Power Company		Pirkey		Harrison		TX		75650HWPRK2400F		Brady Branch Reservoir		247.9

		8		Interstate Power & Light Company		Ottumwa		Wapello		IA		52501TTMWG20775		Des Moines River		169.7

		9		Indiana Kentucky Electric Corp		Clifty Creek		Jefferson		IN		47250CLFTY1335C		Ohio River		154.6

		10		PowerSouth Energy Cooperative, Inc.		Charles R Lowman		Washington		AL		36548CHRLSCARSO		Tombigbee River		146



		Mercury

		Rank		Plant Operator		Plant Name		County		State		TRIFID		Waterway(s)		Mercury (lbs)

		1		Tennessee Valley Authority		Cumberland (TN)		Stewart		TN		37050STVCM815CU		Cumberland River		120

		2		Kentucky Utilities Company		Ghent		Carroll		KY		41045KNTCKUS42P		Ohio River		60.2

		3		Duke Energy Progress, Inc., Duke Energy Progress, LLC		Asheville		Buncombe		NC		28704SHVLL200CP		French Broad River, Powell Creek		51.4

		4		Ohio Valley Electric Corporation		Kyger Creek		Gallia		OH		45631HVLLY5758O		Ohio River, Kyger Creek		50.2

		5		Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, Duke Energy Corporation		Marshall (NC)		Catawba		NC		28682DKNRG8320E		Catawba River		43

		6		Dynegy Midwest Generation Inc.		Baldwin Energy Complex		Randolph		IL		62217LLNSP1901B		Kaskaskia River		33.8

		7		South Carolina Generating Company		Williams		Berkeley		SC		29445WLLMS2242B		Cooper River		28.3

		8		Kentucky Power Company		Kammer/Mitchell (WV)		Marshall		WV		26041KMMRPRTE2		Ohio River		28.1

		9		Detroit Edison Company		Monroe (MI)		Monroe		MI		48161DTRTD3500E		Lake Erie		27.51

		10		Indiana Kentucky Electric Corp		Clifty Creek		Jefferson		IN		47250CLFTY1335C		Ohio River		18.6

		Chromium

		Rank		Plant Operator		Plant Name		County		State				Waterway(s)		Chromium (lbs)

		1		Owensboro Municipal Utilities		Elmer Smith		Daviess		KY		42303LMRSM4301U		Blue Lake		4,590

		2		Georgia Power Company		Wansley		Heard		GA		30170WNSLYGEORG		Chattahoochee River		1,800

		3		Consumers Energy Company		J H Campbell		Ottawa		MI		49460JHCMP17000		Lake Michigan, Pigeon lake		1,398

		4		Kentucky Utilities Company		Ghent		Carroll		KY		41045KNTCKUS42P		Ohio River		1,319

		5		Detroit Edison Company		Monroe (MI)		Monroe		MI		48161DTRTD3500E		Lake Erie		1,100

		6		Alabama Power Company		Gorgas		Walker		AL		35580LBMPW460GO		Baker's Creek, Warrior River		990

		7		Pacificorp Energy Generation		Dave Johnston		Converse		WY		82637PCFCR1591T		North Platte River		723

		8		Gulf Power Company		Crist		Escambia		FL		32514GLFPW11999		Escambia River		687

		9		Alabama Power Company		Barry		Mobile		AL		36512LBMPWUSHWY		Mobile River		590

		10		Northern Indiana Public Service Company		R M Schahfer		Jasper		IN		46392NRTHR2723E		Kankakee River		565

		Selenium

		Rank		Plant Operator		Plant Name		County		State				Waterway(s)		Selenium (lbs)

		1		Kentucky Utilities Company		Ghent		Carroll		KY		41045KNTCKUS42P		Ohio River		9,922

		2		Tennessee Valley Authority		Cumberland (TN)		Stewart		TN		37050STVCM815CU		Cumberland River		6,000

		3		Indianapolis Power & Light Company		AES Petersburg		Pike		IN		47567NDNPLRRTE1		White River		4,398

		4		Santee Cooper		Cross		Berkeley		SC		29436CRSSG553CR		Diversion Canal		3,892

		5		Detroit Edison Company		Monroe (MI)		Monroe		MI		48161DTRTD3500E		Lake Erie		3,200

		6		Tennessee Valley Authority		Paradise		Muhlenberg		KY		42337STVPR13246		Jacobs Creek		2,500

		7		Cardinal Operating Company		Cardinal		Jefferson		OH		43913CRDNL306CO		Blockhouse Hollow Run, Ohio River		940

		8		Southwestern Electric Power Company		Pirkey		Harrison		TX		75650HWPRK2400F		Brady Branch Reservoir		723

		9		Appalachian Power Company		John E Amos		Putnam		WV		25213JHNMS1530W		Kanawha River, Bills Creek		542

		10		Monongahela Power Company		FirstEnergy Fort Martin Power Station		Monongalia		WV		26541FRTMRRTE53		Monongahela River		440





